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Introduction 
 
 ‘You should not teach your men how to draw plans and split planks. You should wake 
in them the desire for faraway lands and horizons.’ 
 
‘You are not an Oxford man yourself, Morse, are you?’ 
‘As a matter of fact, I am.’1 
 
I am sure that no viewer was in doubt here – the person was not enquiring 
about Morse’s homestead or birthplace, but insinuating that the Chief Inspector – as 
opposed to the enquirer – had not studied at Oxford University. Although ‘Inspector 
Morse’ is a whodunit, and its main storyline revolves around the murder mysteries, 
the physical surroundings of those mysteries are just as important as the cases 
themselves. The series takes place in Oxford and most episodes offer great views of 
the buildings of the university or the intrigues webbing in the academic community. 
Unquestionably, this series has increased the fame and semi-mystic aura of Oxford 
University, bringing it to people, who might never have been to the place themselves 
and perhaps never will2.  
In this case, both are important – the place itself with its buildings and nature 
and the academic community with its seclusion and intrigues. These two in unison 
form the Oxford University in the mind’s eye of the viewers. In ‘Inspector Morse’ 
Oxford University is pictured as a historical place – one does not see nuclear scientists 
running around with test tubes and white lab coats; on the contrary, the viewer sees 
old men in tweed jackets or knitted waistcoats, who spend most of their wake hours at 
the University premises reading Horace. They have small bedrooms at their quarters, 
reminding of the days, when the University fellows were required to remain celibate 
and had lifetime tenure – those quarters are to be freed only, when another murder 
case has taken its toll from the academic community.  
One has to remember that this is not how most universities work nowadays – 
not even Oxford. It is considerably more likely to see people – both young and old – 
in white lab coats and in most places that wish to keep a reputation of progressiveness 
                                                 
1
  Both quotes are cited from memory. 
2
  Sydney Morning Herald, 29/11/2007 
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it is probably much easier to find lectures on queer theory than Horace. However, 
despite the fact, that as far as community spirit is concerned, ‘Inspector Morse’s’ 
Oxford is not a particularly pleasant place, there is no such thing as bad publicity. Yes, 
perhaps Oxford is a nest of mean intrigues, but these intrigues and especially their 
motives are unusual for most viewers. The fierce competition is not really about 
money, or even less, sex. No, these old men are grappling for academic fame and 
tenure, most abstract terms for the majority of people outside the academic 
community. They still believe that as for business and academia – never the twain 
shall meet; it would be a contamination of the sacred place of the university. One 
should study to cultivate oneself, not to obtain a profession – the ones that can 
honestly call study of Horace their profession are indeed few and far between.  
As already mentioned, ‘Inspector Morse’s’ Oxford has probably very little to 
do with what is really happening between those old walls, not when the series was 
filmed, and even less now, some ten-twenty years later. However, for many people 
this might be the only glimpse into the academic world they ever have access to, 
which means that Morse’s Oxford might very well become their blueprint of a 
‘university’ that every other university they come across will be judged against. Even 
people with actual contact with the academia may not be safe from the captivating 
magic of the screen – amidst budget cuts, temporary contracts, Powerpoint 
presentations and unappealing boxy concrete buildings, the idea of a lifetime of 
leisurely life in study in beautiful historical surroundings might absolutely seem worth 
suffering a few intrigues.  
Oxford University was chosen for the series, because it was already famous 
and the series have made it even more so, confirming a biblical saying that the ones 
who already have are given more. However, what about the rest of the hundreds of 
universities in the UK and continental Europe? In the chase of achieving comparable 
fame, they resort to less sophisticated methods, such as plain advertising, PR 
management and branding, which can also prove rather effective, but lack the 
nonchalance.  
Naturally many people fall for advertisements and make their decisions based 
on the information given in them. However, as they know that it is advertising and the 
sender has a clear motive to earn money or sell the product – in this case a university 
program – to them, the information is not internalized in a way a series backdrop is.  
The relationship between universities and branding has especially in the recent 
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years been a subject of considerable controversy. Some universities have embraced it 
wholeheartedly, some hesitantly and others have shown considerable resistance 
towards the idea of even having those two words in the same sentence. The common 
concept of a brand refers to a product, a commodity, which is most probably the main 
reason why some universities resent being called a brand – they do not wish the 
concept of university downgraded from an idea to a commodity. The consensus 
concerning the essence of the idea of a university has been almost non-existent, 
wavering between university as a place for training professionals and university as a 
place for growing good citizens. However, there has ever since the founding of the 
first universities been a tacit agreement that university has to be or at least include a 
place for pure, disinterested scholarship, amor sciendi3.  
This report is also in a way trying to pinpoint what a university is by looking 
at the example at hand. RUC (Roskilde University) has at least in Denmark a 
reputation of being an 'alternative' university. Simply the fact that it can be called 
alternative shows that there is something that can be named 'mainstream' or 'classical' 
university. Both, however, are called university, which implies that they still do have 
something in common. So, how has a historical 'classical' university developed and 
what are its underlying ideas? What differentiates an 'alternative' university like RUC 
from a 'classical' university? What do they have in common? What does an 
'alternative university' brand include, that both defines it as a university and 
simultaneously as an alternative to it – exemplified by Roskilde University? Brand in 
this case is understood not just a logo or trademark, but the underlying idea(s) of the 
institution, the very principles it is based on, the stereotypical university.  
In order to answer these questions, one needs to have an idea what the 
stereotypical4 university is like. The first part of this report will give an overview over 
the concepts used. The second part of this report will present a historical 'classical 
university', - which in fact only dates back to 19th century -, its brand values or ideas it 
was based on as an institution and its brand and the historical development which led 
to its emerging. Part three will look at the relatively short history of Roskilde 
University, the principles it was established on and its brand, its reputation in the 
'outside' world. Part four will relate the whole discussion to the real world and real 
                                                 
3
   amor sciendi lit. ‘love of knowledge’ 
4
    Expressions 'classical' university and prototypical university are in this report used as synonyms for 
stereotypical university.  
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people, by including the thoughts and opinions of some of the academic staff from 
Roskilde University about RUC brand and university idea in general. 
 
A mighty fortress or the last resort? 
 
It is – at least in theory - a part of the historical university ideal to have a 
certain distance to business interests. This goes in part back to the first medieval 
universities and in part to German university reform in 19th century and Humboldt 
University. Medieval universities – somewhat like monasteries – were places to lead 
vita contemplativa5, quiet life of contemplation. The disinterest towards financial gain 
is even named as one of the points that characterized academic ethic of the Middle 
Ages –“the relatively smaller interest in the economic utilization of scientific 
knowledge has been an axiomatic value of the university.”6 Even in the early modern 
period, where vita activa7 and the desire to discover knowledge to benefit the civil 
society gained more popularity than quiet contemplation, idealism still prevailed. 
Knowledge was expected to be utilitarian, which meant providing maximum 
happiness to most people.  
Humboldt, however, reinstated the medieval ideal with his ‘knowledge for 
knowledge’s sake’. The philosophical heads of Enlightenment were generally rather 
hostile towards the ‘careerists’ or Brotgelehrten8, with Kant and Schiller even going 
as far as to advocate keeping them and eigentliche Gelehrten9 physically separated10. 
The attitude towards Brotstudenten has become considerably milder, but a hint of that 
                                                 
5
  Vita contemplativa ‘life of contemplation’ was a medieval academic ideal way of life, where the 
main virtues were amor sciendi – intellectual integrity, broad learning and conceptual clarity – 
together with “humility, love of one’s neighbour, piety, fatherly solicitude towards students, loyalty 
and collegial solidarity towards the university and deference towards the ecclesiastical and earthly 
incumbents of high university offices”. Rüegg (ed.) (1992), p.32  
6
  Rüegg (ed.), (1992), p.33 
7
  Vita activa was the ideal way of life for the scholar in early modern period and meant discovering 
knowledge in order to use it for the benefit of the society. During this period, the university 
professors began to see themselves not only as scholars or teachers, but carriers of culture and 
formers of the future societal elite. The universities acquired the task of preparing the literati or 
‘gentlemen’ to live and act in accordance with the norms of ‘civilization’ or ‘culture’. Curiosity, 
restlessness and capacity of persistence came to be the valued traits of a scholar as well as the 
scientific research was no longer directed to pursuing knowledge for knowledge’s sake, but in order 
to make an active contribution to the society. Rüegg  (ed.) (1996), p.8 
8
  Brotgelehrten (Brotstudenten) – a pejorative expression for the students who studied at the 
university with the main aim of learning a profession. 
9
  Eigentliche Gelehrten – an expression for students that attended the university only in order to 
study.  
10
  Fallon (1980), p.37 
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idealism can still be found in universities in the 21st century.  
Nevertheless, this ideal has come to be a thorn in the side of the official 
government policies that favour universities as vocational institutions that produce 
bachelors and masters ad libitum for the government-approved subjects. According to 
the New Public Management ideas, universities are expected to earn their keep and 
show results twice a year, otherwise, well, there are other institutions out there that 
might show a more cooperative attitude. In some cases the ‘university-as-a-factory’ 
vision seems to borderline to the inhumane – “[...] Professors possess a weak 
understanding of the core production process (sic!) whereby incoming students are 
transformed into educated graduates and therefore improvements in teaching, student 
learning and academic productivity are fitful and uncertain.”11 
However, if it was not for the universities to guard the refuge for amor sciendi, 
who else would undertake this task? There were no other institutions in medieval 
society to offer people possibilities to study subjects that bring no immediate 
economical benefits, there are no other such institutions now. Universities are the 
institutions that should guard the pioneer spirit in sciences of all kinds and provide it 
with a free place to unfold without thinking on short-term economical interests that 
are often meant to serve the interests of the sitting political parties. It is this pioneer 
spirit that has led science into areas hitherto undiscovered and unveiled principles that 
were never even thought of before. Certainly discoveries that are improvements of 
existing products should not be underestimated in any way. However, as such 
discoveries are often directly translatable into financial profit then it would be in the 
interest of many to support this kind of research. The basic research, however, that is 
in the very best case transferrable into any kind of profit in several decades’ time, 
would show to be a way too long-term investment of a company, as it cannot even say 
whether it would exist at that point in the future.  
In connection with university history, it has been noted on several occasions 
that up to a certain point, education has a social value that is ‘independent of either of 
the intrinsic value or of the practical usefulness of what is taught’12. However, at 
present the political discourse seems to carry a rather fixed idea about which 
disciplines and parts of university have value and which do not.  
Admittedly, neo-liberalism has introduced some good ideas and practices to 
                                                 
11
 Teixeira et al.(eds.) (2004), p.74 
12
 Rashdall, Vol. III, (1964), p.455; Rüegg (ed.) (1992), p. 22-23  
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the academia, but at the same time it is persistently gnawing away at the very ideas 
any university is built upon. Not every relationship between actors in society can be 
or should be downgraded to an oversimplified seller-buyer interaction. Not all 
knowledge can be quantified, nor measured by quantifiable criteria. It is probably 
possible to give some kind of estimate how much profit the newly-established 
invisibility technology13 would procure, however, how much profit and gain reading 
Plato’s ‘Republic’ has created throughout its existence, is for good reasons 
questionable or more precisely – the cause-effect chain in this case is far too complex 
to even be perceived as a cause-effect chain by the human mind14. This, however, 
does not mean that the benefits of the latter are non-existent, but that the measuring 
scale is not universally applicable, although by the New Public Management ideal it is 
thought to be so. Weight and length are measured in respectively kilograms and 
meters for the reason that they describe different parameters of the same thing – so do 
humanities, social sciences and natural science depict and investigate different facets 
of human existence and those facets neither can nor should be measured in the same 
units.  
So within this period of political pressure on the universities to yield 
measurable and quantifiable results in form of getting their students through their 
studies as fast as possible and with as good grades as possible, publishing as much as 
possible – preferably in prestigious international journals -, teaching to the satisfaction 
of the students, I wondered – what does the academic staff think about the underlying 
values of their work and workplace. What they expect from their students, what they 
think about the purpose of the university institution in general, what they think about 
the university they work in – and so forth. One of the ‘outside’ pressures is also to 
make the universities to profile and brand themselves as something ‘unique’. 
However, despite the fact that every university is necessarily unique, due to its 
background, interplay with its surroundings etc, each and every university has also the 
very same purpose – to be a place for higher learning and research. So, if a university 
was to brand itself, it would have to find a balance between its uniqueness and its 
general university-ness. A brand is more sustainable when built on already existing 
values, regardless whether those have been verbalized or not, so in order to find out 
                                                 
13
  Technology Review, 16/1/2009  
14
  Lakoff & Johnson  (1980), p.71-72 
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what the existing values are, one needs to speak with the people working at the 
university.  
 
Part 1 - Nomen est omen  
 
Universities are some of the oldest existing institutions and one of the few 
medieval institutions that have survived to our day. Having first evolved as a small 
and simple community of teachers and students, it has developed into a highly 
complex organization that has conquered a lasting place in the Western thought 
concerning education. Like any other organization the university seems to develop in 
bursts, starting with a new idea or ideas and enthusiasm, which then in time 
crystallizes and slowly lapses into stagnation, again to be shaken by the emergence of 
a new idea. One of these groundbreaking ideas concerning the purpose and meaning 
of a university seems to have had a major influence on thinking about universities, 
both in the minds of academics themselves and also other people, namely the 19th 
century thought of university as a place for research and discovering new knowledge. 
Some of the main ‘pillars’ of the Humboldt-university – unity of teaching and 
research and freedom of teaching and learning – are still considered almost 
unquestionable parts of a university ideal, whereas others, like unity of science and 
primacy of basic research over applied research have been more disputed. However, at 
its stagnation stage, this ideal earned the university a reputation of being an ivory 
tower, closed around itself, only interested in problems that have nothing to do with 
the real world. In marketing terms, its brand developed negative connotations.  
A brand is a mark that originally signified cattle belonging to a specific owner. 
The term is ambiguous by nature – a brand can be understood as only the mark that is 
placed upon a product or it can indicate a kind or a group membership. In the first 
case, removal of the brand mark would ‘de-brand’ the product, making it return to its 
pre-branding state – in other words, if the brand mark could somehow be removed 
from the cow, it could in principle be marked by somebody else and thereby acquire a 
different brand. In the second case, the brand would be like a shibboleth or a birth 
mark, so once it has been acquired, removing it would be as impossible as learning 
the ‘sh’ sound; a branded cow would be a member of the specific group of marked 
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cows forever. In branding literature those two examples are mostly expressed by the 
dichotomy of ‘brand as added value’ and ‘brand as identity’ Both of these 
interpretations of brand have the item as the reference point. Another possibility is 
seeing brand through the eyes of the ‘consumer’, which can be expressed as ‘brand as 
reputation’.  
In first case, a university is seen as an undistinguished commodity, adding a 
brand mark to which also adds value.  Brand is a quality mark, but quality mark, in 
order to be believable for the public needs to be imposed by someone from the 
‘outside’ – simply proclaiming oneself ‘the university of the year’ without any 
independent support would lack credibility. The underlying assumption of this 
approach is that all universities are in principle alike, meaning that a prospective 
student might just pick any of them, and branding would help to differentiate them. 
This is also the Achilles heel of this view on branding, as it presumes universality in 
people’s choice-making mechanisms, which in reality are more context-specific. It is 
indeed possible to perceive universities akin to bags of rice, when it comes to 
branding, in case they are as abundant and as similar as mass-produced everyday 
goods. However, in most cases this perception does not necessarily correspond to 
reality. Universities are hardly as plentiful as packaged goods in a supermarket and 
neither are they identical to begin with, as products of same sort would have to be.  
Just like there are numerous different sorts of rice that are nevertheless all rice, there 
are also several different kinds of universities, as can be seen further in this report. 
However, if one is to interpret a brand as a category membership, any 
university is a brand simply by the virtue of adopting the generic name that carries 
connotations gathered in over nine hundred years of existence. By naming itself a 
‘university’, it marks its membership of a specific group of institutions. This approach 
shows the same issue from a different perspective, namely, when in the first approach 
it was taken as given, that all universities are alike, which produces a need to 
differentiate them from each other by branding and focusing on their unique qualities, 
then this approach turns the tables by proclaiming – all universities are similar, and 
that’s the point. A university is chosen as a place of study because of what it has to 
offer as a university per se, not as a particular university. The weakness of this 
approach is also a generalization, albeit of a different kind – it namely takes for 
granted that ‘university’ as an institution rests on a same set of principles everywhere 
and that people perceive all universities as similar institutions that are in some way 
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different from other institutions of higher education.  
Its reputation is important in both cases. In case of brand as a quality marker, 
the positive reputation is secured by the approval of some outer authority, be it either 
the government, the media or something else. It is measured according to certain 
criteria – number of publications, number of applicants, number of graduates and so 
on and found to be satisfactory, worthy of recommendation to other people. In brand 
as a group membership, the reputation is more of an abstract feature. If university is 
weighed against other institutions of higher education, its reputation is seen more as 
an answer to a question – what does the university have that other institutions don’t? 
What’s special about it? In this case the focus is somewhat more tilted towards the 
values the university represents or what people think it represents. An ivory tower can 
be as attractive to some as it is off-putting to others.  
    
Because we’re a *university*?  
 
University is one of the things that ‘just is’. Everybody knows what it is. That 
is, until a need arises to create a formal definition of, what a university actually is, 
because then the simplicity suddenly disappears. Although the eldest universities date 
back as far as to 12th century15, there still does not exist a widely acceptable definition 
of a university. The trouble is that most existing (or disappeared) universities fulfill 
some of the criteria from the following list, but hardly ever all of them.  
1) The adoption of the generic name ‘university’,  
2) Establishment by recognition of a legal authority,  
3) Provision of a certain level of teaching,  
4) Right for granting degrees and  
5) Teaching certain disciplines16.  
Historically, each one of these criteria is valid in itself, established on the basis 
of historical cases of majority of universities. The questionable part is, as mentioned, 
their lack of coexistence. If an institution that has every other attribute of a university 
is not called ‘university’ but Studium Generale, Haute école, Academia, or something 
else, is it then a university? Should it be classified as a subcategory of a university or 
                                                 
15
  Although the eldest universities in Europe claim certain years as the dates of their foundation, there 
is for the most part no proof for their establishment in that particular year. Rüegg (ed.) (1992), p.4-8 
16
  Rüegg (ed.) (1996), p.47-64 
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should one consider it a whole different kind of institution altogether? For instance, in 
15th-16th century, many universities in the Mediterranean countries were called 
Studium Generale and most in Northern Europe (German-speaking areas and 
Scandinavia) named itself Academia17. Thus, this very condition is dependent on other 
conditions of ‘university-ness’ to be fulfilled and testifies on the extent institutions’ 
own willingness – or lack of same - of defining itself as a university. Is it proper to 
classify an institution as a university if it has deliberately chosen a different name18? 
A ‘real’ university should be established or recognized by a legal authority. 
However, this seemingly simple criterion showed out to conceal several problems – 
like for instance from which point in time is a university established? It is widely 
accepted that in case of the eldest universities in Europe it is, for example, impossible 
to pinpoint a precise date of establishment and the dates that are used for official 
celebrations are more or less freely chosen. Establishment of a university can 
otherwise be counted from the prince scribbling his signature on the decree, laying the 
cornerstone of the main building, the official start of teaching or some other chosen 
point in time that is deemed symbolic and/or significant.  
Also, who in reality qualifies as legal authority? – For the medieval time 
period, the answer tends to be reasonably straightforward as the only such authorities 
were the Emperor and the Pope. The current blueprint of a university, Oxford, was 
though neither established nor recognized by either of them19. Later the University of 
Leiden became an academic outlaw by forging its foundation document and thus 
founding itself without – or more precisely against – the approval of legal 
authorities20. In addition to that the early modern period in Europe saw the legal 
power divided between numerous authorities, many of which refused to recognize the 
legality of others. A rather typical case was the miniature German duchies that being 
of comparable military power refused to recognize each others’ universities and the 
degrees those provided21. The most special feature of universities compared to other 
schools had been its right to issue a diploma of ius ubique docendi, however, if ubique 
in reality came to signify an area of few hundred kilometers of radius, the prestige of 
                                                 
17
  Rüegg (ed.) (1996), p.47 
18
  University of Stuttgart (est. 1781), named itself ‘Hohe Schule’ in order to retain good relationship 
with the nearby university of Tübingen, but also to draw attention to its entirely different 
curriculum. Rüegg (ed.) (1996), p.46 
19
  Rüegg (ed.) (1992), p.36 
20
  Rüegg (ed.) (1996), p.49 
21
  Rüegg (ed.) (1996), p.51 
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a university diploma was bound to fall.    
A university should theoretically provide a certain level of teaching, but this 
criterion leaves it undecided who should determine this certain level. In the medieval 
and early modern period, there were no particular admission requirements for a 
university, indicating that at least some students in arts faculty would have started on 
trivium with rather little pre-knowledge. Teachers’ lack of enthusiasm towards their 
duties was already lamented about in the medieval universitas - “in the higher 
faculties, too, we have encountered a tendency on the part of doctors to evade the 
obligation of teaching without surrendering its emoluments, while real teaching 
devolved upon half-trained bachelors...”22. 
The number of faculties and the disciplines covered by the universities offers 
hardly a better possibility for defining an institution as a university. Commonly the 
medieval universities are supposed to have had four faculties – arts, medicine, law 
and theology. However, although these faculties unquestionably existed in the Middle 
Ages, they again rarely co-existed in one single university. The eldest universities in 
Europe, Bologna and Salerno, were concentrated around one faculty – law and 
medicine respectively and only three universities had a full set of faculties before 
1360s23. In early modern period, defining a university based on its number of faculties 
excluded the Catholic institutions that tended to include only arts and theology and 
the universities where teaching was concentrated around professorial chairs instead of 
faculties24 or for that matter the post-Revolution French universities, from which 
theology as a discipline had been abolished.  
The last criterion – right to award diplomas and degrees is indeed the most all-
embracing of the abovementioned five. Nevertheless, it is also lacking in terms of not 
considering the number of schools offering higher education comparable to 
universities, were hindered from achieving the right to award degrees either by the 
legal authorities or rival institutions.  
 
Brand new?.... Hardly. 
 
As far as branding is concerned, the definitions what a brand is are numerous - 
                                                 
22
 Rashdall, Vol. III, (1964), p.452 
23
 Rüegg (ed.) (1992),  p.39-40; p. 42 
24
 Rüegg (ed.) (1996), p.68 
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the number of definitions for the term ‘brand’ varies greatly25; ‘brand personality’ is 
reported to have twelve definitions and ‘brand image’ holds the current record with 
twenty-seven26. This report operates with three brand definitions out of the plentiful 
selection – namely brand as added value, brand as an identity and brand as a 
reputation.  
- brand as added value 
The classical brand definition proposed by the American Marketing 
Association in 1960 defines a brand as any symbol (meaning name, logo, etc) that 
identifies a product and differentiates it from competing products27. A brand is thus 
imagined as a product that is to a certain extent similar to the competing products, but 
then so different in some aspects that the customers would distinguish it. The symbol 
is a signal to the customer that the product is trustworthy, that it has a certain 
guaranteed level of quality. By ‘branding’ its product, the company thus gives a 
promise to deliver a certain quality and certain consistency in each and every product 
wearing the brand label. If it does not live up to its promise, it loses the customers’ 
trust. However good this brand definition might be for products, for institutions such 
as university it is not very well suited, although there have been numerous attempts to 
use this model in connection with universities since 1980s28. In this case university is 
placed as the ‘company’, education as the ‘product’ and student as the ‘customer’. 
The difference is, as one can see, that when the company can have complete control 
over the production of its material products, a highly abstract ‘product’ such as 
education is impossible to standardize completely, no matter the effort.  
- brand as identity 
Defining brand as an identity (of a product, of a company, institution or 
whatever) necessarily implies that this identity is created within the company, 
maintained by the company and projected to the ‘outer world’ by the company. It can 
be called self-image, the answer to the questions, ‘who are we?’ and ‘what are we here 
for?’ Giving a branded product an identity is by some authors considered as an 
irretrievable act that cannot be undone. A product with an identity becomes THE 
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product that comes to represent the values the company is based on29 or even the 
whole category of similar items30. Brand as an identity can also be interpreted as a 
brand as a stereotype, a category representative. According to Rosch31, the most basic 
principle for information categorization for every organism is cognitive economy – 
‘maximum information with the least cognitive effort’32. So, the mind only 
differentiates one stimulus from another, if there is a need for it and not if it is 
irrelevant for the purposes at hand. The information is categorized into clusters based 
on the personal experience of the stimuli that tend to co-occur, meaning that if the 
mind perceives some attributes (for example wings and feathers) to occur together 
more often than separately, it places them into one cluster. The categories, which 
people most frequently tend to use, are called basic categories and they contain the 
most attributes common to most members of the whole category. 
The human mind tends to conceive each category in terms of its clear cases 
rather than its boundaries33. Meaning that in real life, people are more prone to 
classify an item by comparing it to a clear case instead of an abstract definition of the 
category it should belong to. These clear cases or prototypes of categories are defined 
by people’s judgments of goodness of membership in the category. Rosch and Mervis 
state that “the more prototypical of a category a member is rated, the more attributes it 
has in common with other members in the category and the fewer attributes in 
common with the members of contrasting categories”34. The feature of linguistic 
substitutability is also a strong indicator for a prototypicality of a category member – 
the more easily a superordinate word in a sentence can be replaced by a category 
member term, the more typical that member is to the particular category.35 Replacing 
for instance the word ‘institutions of higher education’ with the word ‘universities’ in 
a random sentence preserves the general intended meaning. 
Although theoretically a category membership is a yes-or-no question; in 
reality languages possess inner mechanisms for creating gliding boundaries for 
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neighbouring categories by allowing the use of hedges. Hedges include modifying 
expressions, such as – par excellence (prototypical members of the category), strictly 
speaking (non-prototypical members of the category), loosely speaking (things not 
ordinarily belonging to the particular category, but sharing enough common properties 
to allow occasional inclusion if it fits the purposes at hand), technically (members of 
the category created for some specific purpose) and several others36. In these terms, 
categorization of universities becomes a considerably more fluid process, where the 
categories are no more strictly exclusive, but naturally glide into each other and 
overlap on the edges. Universities of Oxford, Cambridge and Bologna would in this 
case be universities par excellence, whereas Roskilde, Maastricht and Tromsø would 
be universities strictly speaking. Loosely speaking, an IT-university would belong to 
the category as well and technically, a conservatory can be considered a university if 
the context requires it.  
Defining a university on the basis of the clear cases of the category rather than 
its boundaries is also well in tune with the actual historical practice. For instance, the 
universities of Oxford and Padua were in the 14th century juridically determined to be 
studia generalia by custom (ex consuetudine), although neither of them had been 
founded by the Pope or the Emperor nor received recognition for their ius ubique 
docendi from them. In fact, the status of a school – whether it was a studium generale 
or not – was ordinarily decided by custom, not jurisdiction or authority37. Similar 
observations are brought out by other authors about the early modern period – “the 
public at the time, although fully recognizing the importance of the universities, which 
for them were institutions having the right to award degrees, took a broader view on 
higher education. For them, this was the matter of academic standards or, as we 
should say now, university level. Schools that had never been entitled to award 
degrees, or whose entitlement had been only very limited, but whose level was 
recognized as sufficient or which themselves claimed university status, were fairly 
easily placed on an equal footing with titular universities.”38 At present, for instance, 
Malmö Högskola and Goldsmiths College in London claim university status, although 
none of them officially has the right to award doctoral degrees39. However, their level 
has been widely deemed sufficient to make them technically universities.  
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Kevin Lane Keller40 and Wolfgang Grassl41 have also applied Rosch’s theory 
to marketing and defined a brand based on this. Keller, for instance, reasons that a 
brand can be defined as a product that the buyer thinks about first, when he or she is 
considering a purchase of an item belonging to a certain category.42 Grassl, however, 
uses the theory of cognitive economy as a basis for developing ontology of marketing. 
According to him, the present way in brand thinking can be called ‘brand idealism’, as 
it considers the applied marketing mix as the prime influence on the attitudes and 
mental dispositions of the consumers. Grassl’s counterapproach is ‘brand realism’, 
which states that the essence of every brand is hidden in the branded object itself and 
not every object can be branded. Within this approach, the brand landscape is likened 
to an ecosystem, where every organism has its own niche. In order to become a brand, 
an object needs to reside in a defensible niche, which if not a ‘clear case’, needs to be 
rather close to a ‘clear case’ of the particular category – “In certain markets, a brand 
personifies the product category. It is its prototype”43. To a large extent, Grassl’s brand 
realism aligns with projective approach as described by Louro and Cunha, as both 
theories imply that becoming a brand transforms the particular object in an 
irretrievable way, as in ‘once a brand, always a brand’. The most important feature is 
that the brand has to ‘grow out’ from the object – “A true brand is one whose image is 
embodied in the product characteristics”44. The brand should be based not only on the 
existing properties, but also the possibilities or ‘affordances’ that the product allows45. 
Some more complex objects are described as composite products, which necessarily 
have to have all components present in order to fulfill their intended function(s). 
-brand as a reputation 
Perceiving a brand as reputation is the ‘other half’ of perceiving it as an 
identity - in precise terms it has been defined as ‘an image in consumers’ minds’46. If 
the identity is in this case defined as the company’s definition and vision of the 
product or an organizations’ perception of itself and its goals and values, reputation is 
the sum total of the opinions of the people outside the company or organization. 
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Concentrating mainly on a brand’s reputation among the consumers, can be called an 
adaptive brand management strategy47. This facet of a brand definition incorporates 
consumers in it as independent actors, whose interpretation of the company’s 
marketing mix concerning the brand need not necessarily agree with the sender’s 
intended message. For instance, although the company or institution might consider 
and promote itself as socially responsible, it is not a given, that the consumers actually 
see it the same way.  
 
Something old, something new, something borrowed, 
something blue 
 
As already mentioned – there are several different types of universities as well 
as there are different kinds of rice. According to Raul Atria48, the Chilean universities 
can by and large be divided into four types according to whether their mission is 
directed more towards the past or the future and inwards or outwards of the university. 
Although the typology has been developed on the basis of Chilean university 
landscape, all the included types can also be found in Europe.  
The first type is the old traditional universities that tend to emphasize their 
past achievements and historical civilizing mission. The past is in this case considered 
to be an investment that in some way does or should entitle these institutions to 
preferential treatment by the authorities. The second type is the new emergent 
universities, mostly private, that are strongly attuned to market needs. They tend to 
view themselves in terms of the future, as ‘innovative’ and ‘progressive’. Their 
missions tend to be characterized by short time-span and avoidance of long-term 
commitments in order to maintain the flexibility for market adaptation. The third type 
is the internally-oriented, ‘ivory tower’ universities, where the mission is mostly 
perceived as a “code of a unique set of academic cultural practices and norms, a 
corporate ethos that defines the true spirit of the institution”49. The mission of the 
university in this case is preserving this ethos in the main activities of the university – 
teaching and research. The fourth type is the outwardly oriented institution, the 
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university that has as its main aim to answer the urgent needs and demands of the 
society. It aims to be ‘socially useful’, sometimes in order to follow a “moral or 
historical imperative to repay a societal debt that is owed to groups that have 
recognizable claims to social justice”50.  
These four types of universities also adhere to different views on branding. 
The old traditional university sees itself as a historical, time-proven institution with a 
civilizing mission and its outside reputation might very well coincide with its self-
perception – with a possible exception of the civilizing mission. Its trustworthiness is 
based on its long history – it has survived different times and circumstances, thus 
there must be something to it. Attending the ‘classical’ university, one knows what 
one gets, and what’s even better, everyone knows what one gets, meaning that also the 
employers know what they can expect from the traditional universities, no matter 
whether it answers to their expectations or not. Old universities tend to be higher on 
prestige level than newer ones, partly due to people’s longer exposure to their 
presence, partly due to a well-developed set of traditions and ceremonies and partly 
due to their outer appearance, as the older universities are also much more likely to 
own historical buildings.   
The market-oriented university matches with the adaptive way of thinking 
about a brand51, where the wishes of the customers are imperative for the company or 
organization, meaning that the market-oriented university focuses mostly on 
developing its reputation among the consumers. The internal branding concerning 
identity questions is more likely to be in the background. This type of university 
probably places great value on the ‘brand as an added value’ dimension and tries by 
all means to improve its position in the tables and lists. As its selection of study 
programs very likely follows a societal trend, then as long as the trend lasts, the 
market-oriented university should not be suffering from lack of students. However, 
this dominating focus on the present day will leave it very vulnerable to changes in 
the ‘bigger picture’.  
The ‘ivory tower’ university type resembles the brand as gestalt view, as in 
this case the university institution tends to be viewed as somewhat transcendental and 
being an academic not so much a regular nine-to-five job but a lifestyle. Joining the 
university is in this case not unlike being initiated to a secret brotherhood, which one 
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should swear allegiance to and never betray. This type of university is – perhaps 
unconsciously, as probably it would not accept calling it ‘branding’ – focused on the 
internal branding, the story of how the academia used to be, how it ought to be and 
how things are going downhill at the moment. The ‘initiated’ are probably strong in 
believing in classical Humboldtian values – such as basic research over applied 
research and quite likely also that the university should not be a place for everyone off 
the street. This attitude, however, is quite likely to seem extremely exclusive and cold 
to the outer public, that especially in case where the university is tax-financed, is 
bound to start asking uncomfortable questions at some point52, like for instance – why 
do we pay for an institution that does not want to accept our children? 
The outside-oriented university mostly tends to be a rather young institution, 
very likely established in 1960s or 1970s, and is probably as opposed to the previous 
type, rather proud to call itself a mass university. In many ways universities belonging 
to this type were also established in the spirit of protest against the ‘ivory tower’ type, 
and tried to define themselves as institutions that offered what the ‘old ones’ couldn’t. 
Their identity and internal branding are probably somewhat coloured by that protest 
mentality and feeling of being something different, perhaps even an outsider. Instead 
for ‘knowledge for knowledge’s sake’, these universities focus on ‘knowledge for the 
people’. Its studies are expected to have relevance to the surrounding society and also 
to be communicated to the people outside the university milieu. Approachability is 
rather likely to be a key word as far as their reputation in the ‘outside’ world is 
concerned. As they are considerably more profession-oriented than both the ‘ivory 
tower’ and ‘old historical’ type, this type probably gets its added value markers from 
the employers.  
Out of the four university types described above, the ‘ivory tower’ is probably 
to a largest extent a historical stereotype, as it depicts the university according to its 
reputation by the end of 19th and beginning of the 20th century, at the time of the 
mental collapse of the research university a’la Humboldt. The others, however, can all 
be found on European university landscape. 
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Part 2 - Alma Mater Studiorum 
 
A prototypical university is larger-than-life in many ways, at least in people’s 
imagination – it has a certain appearance, it teaches certain things, it contains certain 
kinds and types of people and it carries a certain ethos or ideal. In the medieval times, 
a university was mostly established when the main conditions were fulfilled – there 
was royal support, economically successful and willing town to accommodate it and 
famous teachers to draw students from near and far53. If one of those preconditions 
was non-existent, the chances of establishing a university in the particular town were 
considerably diminished. The situation is similar in case of a prototypical university – 
if even one of the aforementioned features is not present, its category centrality 
diminishes somewhat. For instance, if the university houses only in modern buildings, 
it is not as prototypical as one that has at least a historical main building, as the former 
will lack this certain ‘air’, which often accompanies old buildings. 
If it only teaches thoroughly modern or practical subjects, such as cultural 
studies, music theory, queer theory, business administration, management or else, it 
loses some of its connection with the historical red thread of the whole category, 
namely that a ‘proper’ university has ever since the Middle Ages been built around a 
core of established disciplines (which do tend to change together with the times). Also 
a main focus on business-related disciplines diminishes the institutions’ credibility as 
a university, as it contradicts one of its eldest ideals, namely its being a refuge for pure 
amor sciendi, untouched by the worldly greed. This does not necessarily mean 
relapsing into ivory tower mentality – it is in all cases thoroughly approved that the 
alumni land high and well-paid positions that allow them to support their dear alma 
mater by all means possible. However, inside the sacred walls of science, it is 
somehow outré to speak about one’s expected paycheck or plot ways to attain access 
to the wallets of one’s fellow citizens.  
The inhabitants of academia should also not be too straight-laced – after all, a 
university is a place where the eccentric geniuses are expected to flourish - so Sunday 
suits and crisp white shirts paired with punctual appearance to lectures do not really 
belong to the academic bohemian milieu. The abovementioned suits and military 
hours would certainly be well-received by the New Public Management gurus, for 
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whom the absent-minded professor who brings the trash bag to work instead of the 
latest evaluation results is a blast from the past and a general nuisance. Nevertheless, 
the professor belongs to the academia and the suits... well... not really.  
The ideal and ethos of the university are probably the most controversial parts 
of this little list, mostly, because they tend to change in time, so one man’s ideal 
becomes another man’s nightmare and vice versa. However, not all parts of the ideal 
change at the same speed – in fact some features of the academic ethos have remained 
the same since the Middle Ages. In wide strokes, the main dilemma connected to 
university education seems to be and have been the general purpose of it – is the main 
aim of universities to school professionals to fulfill certain job functions in the labour 
market or should it rather focus on giving the students a general cultural education in 
order to cultivate their minds and make them better people and better citizens? Should 
the students become specialists or generalists? 
 
Reflection of the human race 
 
  One can say that the greatest change in ‘university ideology’ happened 
during the end of the 18th and the beginning of the 19th century, strongly influenced by 
the new ideas concerning human nature and the role of education. The service-station 
humanist university had reached its apex and schooling professionals only was 
considered aiming too low from the part of the universities. Interestingly enough, the 
'change' was not so much of an actual 'change', as the aim of Bildung-centred 
education and its ideal teacher-student relationship were very similar to the original 
intent of the humanist university, with the teacher and student joining forces as 
colleagues in study of humanitates, a process with personally transformative force. 
The two educational philosophies also shared the desire for penetration into the 
essence of matters, although Bildung-philosophers later accused the humanist 
university of superficiality. Of course, by the time this criticism surfaced, it was most 
likely justified, as the underlying ideology of the humanist university had deteriorated 
in time – in a similar manner as the idea of Bildung in education reached a crisis by 
the beginning of the 20th century. Time had come for a protest. Both the medieval 
academic ideal of vita contemplativa and especially the early modern academic ideal 
of vita activa, were now seen as relics from ‘darker’ times, things that have no 
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relevance in the Age of Reason, although one can say that the ‘knowledge for 
knowledge’s sake’ motto actually signifies turning back to the idea of academic life as 
a vita contemplativa and away from the idea of a university’s active participation in 
society.  
19th century higher education was to be literally something higher, almost 
transcendental, capable of moulding a person into a miniature image of mankind. This 
simultaneous aim and process of the new educational philosophy was best described 
by the German concept of Bildung that was coined at the end of the 18th century. The 
first definition of Bildung by the German-Jewish philosopher Moses Mendelssohn54 
was the human maturity of a people – meaning a nation - that possesses Kultur and 
Aufklärung. Later, Kant55 used the term to denote not only intellectual but also moral 
and emotional development of a person. Herder56 widened it to represent the 
education of man and mankind in general. Herder’s view and definition of Bildung 
were greatly marked by the influence of Rousseau57, especially his views on the 
inherent qualities of a person and the teachers’ task of developing those qualities 
instead of imposing knowledge on the student. Thus, any teaching presupposed an 
active participation from the student, as knowledge and insight were viewed as 
internal qualities that were to be encouraged and developed instead of external 
qualities that could be attached or acquired.58  
The original etymological meaning of Bildung related to the word Bild (an 
image or picture) and referred quite likely to the idea of man being an image of God. 
Its later interpretations shifted towards the description of the relation between macro- 
and microcosm, meaning an individual (a gebildeter man) being a reflection (or an 
image) of the whole mankind, an idea that was especially important to Herder59. 
Finally the word came to signify either a process of development or its result in an 
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individual’s life.60 The term is often used to denote education a’la Rousseau, a process 
of self-fulfillment where the student learns to actualize something he already 
potentially possesses. Yet Bildung was not only a subjective issue, as the result of 
Bildung had to correspond to an ideal of some kind. This inherent paradox of the term, 
it being an internal process aiming to fulfill an external ideal proved to be its 
weakness, allowing Bildung to become a purely internal matter or a wholly external 
affair, depending on which part of the concept was accentuated.61 University was by 
many considered to be an institution most apt to encourage the diffusion of Bildung.  
One of the great proponents of the idea of allgemeine Bildung was Goethe62, 
who, however, did not connect its acquirement with any formal institution of 
education, but travel and self-reflection. Schiller63 as well as Kant differentiated 
sharply between career students (Brodgelehrten) and real servants of science, 
although Schiller’s deep distaste towards the former overshadowed Kant’s skepticism. 
In several ways Schiller’s sharp division between the spirit and the flesh reminded of 
the similar medieval hierarchy of matter. His ideal student was the philosophisches 
Kopf, who “seeks breadth, for ‘where the vocationalist divides, the philosophical spirit 
unites’”64. Fichte65, on the other hand, did not pay so much attention to the way 
students were, but rather how the scholars ought to be. In his mind the learned elite 
was to be the moral torch holder for the whole society and the state, helping both to 
ennoble themselves. Schelling66 joined the ranks of generalists, also complaining that 
the students that concentrate on studying their particular vocation only, “lose sight of 
the higher purpose of learning – which is to ennoble one’s mind through science”67. 
His interpretation of the idea of Bildung was that a student has to, “through the study 
of his discipline, draw firth the image of his own soul, much as artist does with raw 
clay” and the only teacher who would be able to assist in this creative process is the 
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one that has been through this process himself.68 As far as good teaching was 
concerned, the leading thinkers of Romanticism slightly disagreed – Fichte assigned 
primary importance to the learned men being great teachers; Schelling thought them 
to be great teachers because of them being great scholars. The spirit of Romanticism 
seems not to have considered the possibility of a split between teaching and research 
as it occurred in reality. Fichte also saw the teachers as being ‘artists of knowledge, 
engaging in philosophy as an art’, who during their life pass three stages, namely of 
being a learner, a teacher and a ‘practicing scientific artist’.69 The university education 
according to Fichte was deep down meant to educate the students morally and 
increase their devotion to his fatherland. The scholarly elite should ‘permeat all 
aspects of national life and revive the German spirit’70.  
 
Greenhouse for moral culture 
 
Bildung philosophy also seeped into the academic world – if in the 17th-18th 
century the purpose of a university had been expected to be schooling of 
professionals, then the 19th century University of Berlin with all its academic freedom 
was to contribute to the “free formation of a balanced, honest and beautiful 
personality”71. To Humboldt72, the university was an environment where the young 
minds imbibed in the scientific spirit present in the community and place and thus 
acquired insight into methods and understanding of science. Attending lectures, he 
considered to be a pastime of secondary importance, compared to the whole 
experience of being a university student. The professor was no more simply a lecturer 
passing knowledge from textbooks but rather a role model of a scientist who 
discovered new knowledge. The study itself had to aim at the very least for the 
acquisition of specialized knowledge, as well as obtaining the capacity to solve 
problems, which would result in scientifically disciplined analyses of this specialized 
knowledge73. During his period of study, the student had no obligatory lessons, so he 
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was completely free to compose his studies; he was only tested when he was about to 
get his degree74.  
The main principle of the new university was Schleiermacher’s75 idea that the 
function of the university was not to pass on recognized and directly usable 
knowledge, like other schools and colleges, but to demonstrate how this knowledge is 
discovered and ‘to stimulate the idea of science in the minds of the students, to 
encourage them to take account of the fundamental laws of science in all their 
thinking’76. The key word of this study system, both in regards to the ways of 
studying, content of the curricula and relations of the university with the authorities, 
was to be ‘freedom’. According to Humboldt, the state should only have two tasks as 
far as universities were concerned – to appoint professors and to protect the freedom 
of the universities. This made the state a guarantee for the university’s level in a 
certain sense, as the nominated professors had to be – as just mentioned - state-
approved. It became the quality stamp and ‘added value’ for the particular institution.  
The success of the new scientific spirit increased insofar as a model united the 
corporate autonomy of the traditional university with the freedom of its members in 
teaching, study and research. The founders of Humboldt University saw it as the 
antidote to the humanist university, which according to them was content with 
exploring the surface of things, but never penetrated through to their essence. So, in 
other words, the scientific spirit was directed towards the finding of the ‘centre’, the 
‘specific point’, the ‘decisive point’ or the ‘founding principle’77. The only 
appropriate method for scientific research was considered to be the cyclical method, 
which consisted of linking all phenomena to their centre and advancing from there 
step by step all points on the circumference78.  
Fichte and Schleiermacher saw the university as a place offering education 
through ‘togetherness’, meaning having professors and students assuming the roles of 
masters and apprentices and striving together towards a common goal, namely 
discovery of new knowledge. Schleiermacher’s ideal university would have 
‘stimulated the idea of science in the minds of students and encouraged them to take 
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account of the fundamental laws of science in all their thinking’79. Naturally they 
should also acquaint themselves with scientific methods of discovering new 
knowledge and acquire an ability to carry out independent research along the way. In 
this respect the German ideas of an ideal university coincided to a great extent with 
the British ideas concerning liberal education, which will be introduced to a greater 
detail in the next chapter. Both of them valued the experience of belonging to the 
university community, however, when the German focus in this case was on the 
community of professors and students, then the British placed more value in the 
students spending time ‘among their equal peers’80.  
Immanuel Kant presented his ideas concerning university education in his 
work ‘Der Streit der Fakultäten’, stating among other things the importance of 
academic autonomy, as ‘only the learned can judge the learned’81. He also 
distinguished between two kinds of students: the true scholars (eigentliche Gelehrten) 
and the careerists, who should be kept separated from each other. Kant also 
established a new hierarchical relation between the faculties, by setting the 
philosophical faculty as a standard for the others. According to him, the upper 
faculties were only concerned with educating students for professions and were 
thereby submitted to the authority of the state and laws, whereas the philosophical 
faculty was free, as it was only concerned with science, which gave it the moral right 
to criticize the upper faculties and generally keep the university on the right path. In 
short, the faculties submitted to the laws of tradition were placed lower than those 
submitted under the law of Reason – or ‘the theologians are bound to the Holy Bible, 
the lawyers to the letter of the existing law and the doctors to the official health 
regulations, the philosophers are only limited by reason itself’82. 
Humboldt saw the university as a greenhouse for ‘moral culture of the nation’ 
that should join ‘objective Wissenschaft with subjective Bildung’83. The Wissenschaft, 
however, has to be pure, free of any short-term concerns and material gains. Teaching 
and Wissenschaft would stimulate each other, creating a special atmosphere, where 
both students and faculty members enjoy a relationship based on equality by the 
virtue of their common pursuit of Wissenschaft. Bildung would be individual by-
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product of this common pursuit.84 This distinction has been named as one possible 
reason for the later subordination of Bildung to Wissenschaft and thus the victory of 
research over (undergraduate) teaching in German universities.  
So, the most important principles of Humboldt university were a) Freedom of 
teaching and learning (Lehr- und Lernfreiheit), which meant that the students had the 
right to choose their instructors and subjects and professors had the right to decide 
what and how they taught; b) unity of teaching and research (Einheit von Lehre und 
Forschung), which meant that learning was perceived as a collaborative experience 
where both students and professors were there for science and scholarship; c) unity of 
science and scholarship (Einheit der Wissenschaft), meaning that no fundamental 
distinction was seen between different kinds of sciences and d) the primacy of ‘pure’ 
science (Bildung durch Wissenschaft) over specialized professional training 
(Ausbildung), which meant that education was  to be treated as a perpetual process not 
something that could be finished, an approach to learning, an attitude of mind and a 
capacity to think rather than specialized knowledge.85 
This ideal or the ‘Humboldt Myth’ has proven itself to be a persistent 
influence to the academia. Some reasons for this have been suggested to be that 
a)’Humboldt’ is a symbol for the autonomy and predominance of the professoriate in 
university affairs; b) ‘Humboldt’ is a symbol for the primacy of basic over applied 
research and c) ‘Humboldt’ is a symbol of ideals in which many teachers (and even 
some students) sincerely believe, and try, despite enormous obstacles, to achieve. This 
is true in particular of the unity of teaching and research. Myths need not to be lies, 
but can instead constitute a ‘corporate identity’, albeit in the form of a 
counterutopia.86 As a university is a highly complex organization/community with 
multiple levels of loyalty87, the ‘Humboldt Myth’ is perceived as a corporate identity 
on one level, but not necessarily on all levels.  
The like of the current criticism concerning outdated curricula and universities 
educating students for unemployment was already aired in 17th century88. As the 
attitude towards manual work became considerably more positive under the influence 
of Enlightenment, it also brought along a hovering suspicion towards mental 
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occupations that were blamed for laziness and parasitism. The 17th-18th century 
university was expected to train students for a career and this public expectation 
triggered the main contemporary university reforms for modernizing the curricula and 
lowering the number of students. 18th-19th century, on the other hand, produced the 
first political student movements that allegedly alienated the higher social classes 
from the institution to a certain degree and caused violent counter-reactions from the 
state. This took the criticism towards the universities and their students to a different 
level – they had turned from useless to directly dangerous89.  
By the beginning of the 20th century, the principles of unity of teaching and 
research and the primacy of ‘pure’ science were in deep crisis in natural sciences as 
well as in humanities. Several problems connected to the original idea had surfaced, 
such as integrating modern technology to the universities and inclination towards 
forming a strict professorial hierarchy. The university enrolments had increased 
fivefold from 1830 to 1914 and the contemporaries were panicking, complaining 
about overcrowded study facilities and warning against formation of ‘intellectual 
proletariat’ and ‘exodus of research from the university’90. The German theologian 
Adolf von Harnack claimed in 1905 that science was turning into a large-scale 
knowledge production (Grossbetrieb der Wissenschaft) thus smothering the individual 
creativity. Also many of the new students of a humble background had little sympathy 
towards the idea of university education as the way for development of a full human 
character and the Humboldtian ideals, but a desire for their studies having a practical 
tangible outcome in the end, preferably a qualification for a well-paid job. This clash 
of mentalities often led to misunderstandings between the students (Brotstudenten) 
and the specialized professorial staff.  
Humboldt University had originally been meant for the education of offspring 
of aristocracy and higher middle class, as very few from humbler backgrounds had 
ambitions or possibility to attend a university, so the great inflow of students of 
different backgrounds disturbed the foundations of the whole institution badly. Among 
other things, the rapid increase in the number of students also led to a similar increase 
in the numbers of non-professorial staff in German universities, who soon 
outnumbered the actual professors. This brought to light a democratic problem, as 
although formally members of the university, the non-professorial staff were the likes 
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of the suppositi91 of the medieval university, meaning that they had no say in the 
decisions made (on their behalf) in their faculty.  
 
Esprit de corps 
 
19th century that witnessed the creation of Napoleonic university system and 
the foundation of Humboldt University, also provoked a major discussion about the 
essence and purpose of liberal education in Great Britain. Whereas both continental 
systems, particularly the French but also increasingly the German one, were geared 
towards specialization, then the British system still lingered over the concept of 
general university education. According to some supporters of the liberal education, 
university education should first and foremost benefit the mind by preparing it for 
understanding and fine contemplation, a view much similar to the ones prevalent at 
the newly founded Humboldt University in the beginning of the 19th century. The 
human mind contains all the seeds for development of different talents and the task of 
education (Erziehung) is to help to develop those seeds in proportional manner, so that 
the particular individual could “both as an individual and as a race, achieve his 
destiny”92.  
While in Germany new ways of approaching higher education were debated, 
then in Great Britain many educators argued for the benefits brought by the 
peculiarities of their system, namely the personal contact between student and tutor. 
The idea that a university should be “a place where philosophy and religion would be 
the core studies, and one in which the latent faculties of young men would be 
cultivated with pastoral care and personal concern”93 found rather wide support. 
Several educational theoreticians like Julius Hare94 and William Whewell95 voiced 
their opinions about the personal influence being by far the most influential factor in 
obtaining a moral education. The British ‘school’ also believed in prioritizing teaching 
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over research, in John Henry Newman’s96 words “The purpose of a university is the 
diffusion and extension of knowledge, rather than the advancement”97. The university 
according to him was not an institution for scientific research (which could and 
should be undertaken somewhere else), but a ‘place where young minds could grow 
with proper guidance’. Not a great believer in unity of research and teaching, 
Newman also stated that, “To discover and to teach are distinct functions; they are 
also distinct gifts, and are not commonly found united in the same person. He, too, 
who spends his day in dispensing his existing knowledge to all comers is unlikely to 
have either leisure or energy to acquire new”98.  The idea of university providing an 
atmosphere, which would facilitate the learning for the students and the point about 
liberal education having a social and practical value (a cultivated mind is a good in 
itself) are also to be found in Newman’s writings.  
At the beginning of 19th century, England still had nominally just two 
universities, Oxford and Cambridge, both of which provided liberal education for the 
upper classes of the society. The students were trained in classics and mathematics, a 
curriculum, which was supposed to provide the student with scholarly habits and 
increase his enlightenment99. However, the formal training was not meant to be the 
only aim of Oxbridge education; another just as important purpose of the university 
training was socialization – “The effect of being surrounded and permeated for three 
years by the unique atmosphere of these ancient and celebrated institutions was felt in 
variety of ways. It produced a feeling of camaraderie, an esprit de corps within the 
college and secondarily within the university, which endured beyond college days. It 
meant the establishment of lifelong friendships and associations. It conferred a 
considerable degree of social prestige merely to have attended Oxford or Cambridge. 
It was an elevating experience held in common by the elite of the nation.”100 The 
Oxbridge education in those days had no professional value, so spending the three 
years in relative idleness was not frowned upon. The main objective of the university 
education was not obtaining a high degree of professional knowledge, but developing 
one’s character and intellect. Oxford and Cambridge were expected to produce 
gentlemen, no more and no less. A gentleman would be a man of disciplined intellect, 
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who shared a common cultural framework with his peers, sound conservative values 
and moral responsibility towards the state and the church101.  
Edward Copleston102 was one of the defenders of the ‘classical’ English 
education at the time, where new ideas were seeping in from the Continent. In his 
view, higher education first and foremost had to serve the individual and not the 
public at large as any training meant to satisfy the latter would necessarily be narrow 
and mercenary. He advocated caution against using immediate utility as a yardstick 
for deciding the value of a system of education, as although not opposed to 
specialization of knowledge, Copleston found it to be impoverishing for an individual 
intellect. According to him, “in proportion to a man’s specialization his sphere of 
action is narrowed, his mental powers and habits become contracted until “he 
resembles a subordinate part of some powerful machinery, useful in its place, but 
insignificant and worthless out of it.”103 Classical education, in Copleston’s view, was 
not useless, as he considered it a superior method of teaching sound values – “A high 
sense of honour, a disdain of death in a good cause, a passionate devotion to the 
welfare of one’s country, a love of enterprise, and a love of glory, are among the first 
sentiments, which those studies communicate to the mind.”104  
William Whewell advocated dividing the university studies into two parts – 
permanent (classics) and progressive (modern sciences). The permanent studies were 
according to him vital in developing two main faculties of the human mind – language 
and reason, as language is necessary in order to reason well, and reason is needed to 
express language. One of the main aims of education is to trace the consequences of 
assumed principles, because many men are unable to justify their otherwise valid 
opinions as they lack connected reasoning. Confusion in thought prevents them from 
seeing the connections between principles clearly, thus the purpose of education is to 
prevent this confusion and improve one’s reasoning.105. In order to understand the 
present science, one has to learn what has been done before.  
The most famous defender of liberal education was undoubtedly John Henry 
Newman. As a converted Catholic, many of his arguments circled around including or 
preserving religion in university curriculum. In his opinion, university had to teach 
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universal knowledge and the main task of the university was the cultivation of the 
mind, not preparation for professional occupations.106 The university was in fact, 
according to Newman, antagonistic to research. He was also wary of the dangers of 
specialization, denoting that a man that is skilled in one subject only would naturally 
see it as isolated of the general body of knowledge, which provides a distorted view 
on science.  
Newman, as well as Copleston saw the socialization of the student among his 
intellectual peers and professors as a value in itself. The university was supposed to be 
a place of education, not a place of instruction, because simply being instructed leaves 
little mark on the human mind, but the aim of education is forming mental habits and 
attitudes107. The criticism addressed against the liberal education in Newman’s days 
was much like the current one – the education was expected to be more utilitarian and 
to produce results that could be weighed and measured. It was anticipated to show an 
adequate return of the initial investment. Newman’s university saw as its mission the 
formation of citizens and good members of society in the Platonic sense. University 
education was meant to raise the intellectual tone in the society, to cultivate the public 
mind and to give enlargement and sobriety to the ideas of age108.  
Pattison109 agreed to a large extent with Newman as far as the mission of the 
university was concerned. He was, on the other hand, considerably more concerned 
with the influence of public opinion on the universities. According to him, the lower 
middle class, facing the university education for the first time, would consider it as 
simply a continuation of lower education and by discovering it not being so demand 
changes. The public expects the university to teach something else than it does, 
because of their diverging values – the university teaches culture for the sake of 
culture, whereas the public expects material return of some kind. The traditional 
liberal education used to be a privilege of the selected few, which is cardinally 
opposed to the popular disapproval of privilege of any kind. The public will not 
approve of any education that cannot be shared by everyone, arguing that national 
universities paid by national funds are not justified to produce culture as a luxury for 
the few, but should instead concentrate on the wishes of the larger public. Dispersing 
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the liberal education for the masses would, according to Pattison, result in loss of its 
elevating influence and decline into mediocrity110. In his view, the main purpose of 
university should be the cultivation, maintenance and diffusion of existing 
knowledge111, although he was not opposed to having research as a responsibility of 
the universities.  
 
Multiversity 
 
According to the English theologian university historian Hastings Rashdall, 
the ‘university’ name is important for symbolic reasons and whether an institution 
calls itself a university or not is not a petitesse, because the name has become so 
strongly associated with highest level of education, that any damage done to the 
generic name will necessarily harm more than the one particular institution.112 The 
two main functions of the university – which the universities according to him had 
fulfilled even at the times of degradation – to make possible a life of study, either for a 
shorter or longer period of time and during that period “bring together, face to face in 
living intercourse, teacher and teacher, teacher and student, student and student”113. 
Personal intercourse and physical existence of the university campus are of utmost 
importance, which no superior communication facility can replace. In times of 
increasing amount of information and similarly increasing speed of its dispersion, the 
personal contact becomes even more vital – “personal contact adds something even to 
the highest spiritual and intellectual influences – in all ages universities have been the 
great homes of ‘movements’ – and it adds life and power to the teaching of men whose 
books by themselves would be of comparatively small account. There is a kind of 
knowledge, too, which can only be secured by personal intercommunication, a kind of 
intellectual cultivation which is only made possible by constant interchange of ideas 
with other minds, a kind of enthusiasm, which is impossible in isolation.”114 In 
general, university was considered a place for serious scholars as opposed to 
amateurs, a place for highest intellectual cultivation, advancement of science and a 
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place where different branches of knowledge were brought into contact and 
harmonious combination with each other and where research and education advanced 
side by side.115 
After having been left aside for some time for understandable reasons, the 
discussion about the mission of the university resurfaced after the Second World War, 
involving several well-known public figures. José Ortega y Gasset, for instance, 
argued that higher education – meaning universities – had a threefold purpose: to 
teach learned professions and prepare future scientists as well as teach the students 
general culture.116  
This importance of personal contact mentioned by Rashdall at the beginning 
of 20th century has seemingly remained just as important for the students as it was 
then. Universities are trying to brand themselves by stressing their great new facilities, 
modern campus buildings and superb Internet access possibilities, but when asked to 
rank their expectations, the students comment on the lack of motivating environment 
that creates desire to learn as well as lack of personal contact with academic staff.117 
Of course this does not mean that maintenance or renewal of the physical structures of 
the university is a waste of time and money, but no new equipment can compensate 
for lack of teaching engagement and indifferent attitude towards the students, whereas 
a stimulating dynamic intellectual atmosphere in a run-down place can compensate 
for much. People will complain, but they won’t leave. Also the architecture of a 
university – both aesthetic and functional - plays a role in creating the right 
environment.118 
The successor of Humboldt University has many names – it has been called a 
service university, a corporate enterprise, entrepreneurial university, mass university, 
societally responsive university etc. In the 1960s and 1970s the university had to 
accommodate the influx of student masses hitherto unseen. In order to cope with the 
numbers, numerous new universities were established all around Europe, which were 
to respond to the growth in social demand for higher education created by economic 
change and heightened aspirations. From 1980s on, however, the governments have in 
the spirit of New Public Management made efforts to make the universities 
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instruments for determining social, economic or industrial change or anticipating it.119 
The government spending on higher education has been decreased and the remaining 
part has been set under new mechanisms of public control over its output, costs and 
performance. The aim of these processes is presented as making the universities more 
competitive120 – understated, that competitive means better per se. It is a characteristic 
feature of neoliberal ideology that the changes – for instance introducing budget cuts, 
increased individual competitiveness and quality measurement – are inevitable and 
unquestionable. If the individuals feel that they have problems with that, the 
arguments referring to possible job losses and institutional demise, leave them 
convinced that the problems are strictly their own.121  
The implementation of quality measurements in universities on similar terms 
as private companies and redefining universities as education industry, has also 
introduced a perception of students as customers. This notion has been deemed 
problematic for several reasons – firstly, it might turn out to be a self-fulfilling 
prophecy, secondly it does not correspond to reality. Although the students can be 
considered as consumers in some aspects, as far as teaching and learning processes 
are concerned, their status reminds considerably more that of lower-level 
employees.122 
Although the academic staff in many cases agrees with the neoliberal reforms 
instated at the universities, they seem to be struggling with the mindset behind the 
ideology. According to the neoliberal ideology, their main satisfaction in their work 
should come from the size of their paycheck and their individual achievements. 
However, according to an Australian study, almost all interviewees talked about 
academic work as an award in itself. Most agreed that they “supported the ethos of 
commitment to truth, reason, free speech, free enquiry, collegiality and public 
responsibility as well as being committed to the idea that universities should be 
critical incubators for intellectual life. They also agreed that being free to disagree 
with those in positions of authority was important and that they should critique 
popular ideas. The majority did not agree with the corporatization of universities, nor 
did they agree that university management and decision-making should be driven by 
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the market.”123 
The societal expectations towards universities have become threefold – to 
university as a public agency, a part of national civil service that makes knowledge 
available for higher political administrative units, to university as an autonomous 
cultural institution, whose primary task is research and teaching and finally to 
university as a corporate enterprise, a producer or educational and research services. 
In first case, it has to show loyalty, in second case it has to produce quality and in 
third case it has to show efficiency.124 Whether it can do all three simultaneously, is of 
course a question yet to be answered.  
 
Building as Bildung 
 
Although it is the values, the story, the mission of the community that forms the 
basis for an internal branding in an organization and creates and maintains its identity, 
it still needs a physical manifestation of these to communicate this identity to the 
‘outer’ world. The most common form of this is the university and campus buildings 
that are designed to convey a message both to the people who are already members of 
the academic community and to those who aren’t. However, also the visual insignia 
like the university crest – or its more modern version logo -, and the university motto 
(in case it has one) are meant for both to show to the outsiders what the place stands 
for and to remind the insiders what they are there for.  
In the Middle Ages universitas signified only the academic community125, but 
as time passed and universities developed into property owners, their buildings slowly 
became synonymous with them. This development can partly be followed on the 
university crests and logos. The specimens tracing their origins back to the 
Illuminated Ages are more likely to have a building on their crests than earlier ones or 
also later ones. The most typical symbol for medieval schools and universities is 
supposed to have been a teacher sitting on the ground surrounded by his students. 
However, few such crests have survived to our days. On the existing crests of the 
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elder universities, a patron saint or the benevolent ruler-founder is quite a common 
symbol, together with the symbols of the particular town and general tokens of 
learning like an open book or any items that have to do with writing. The symbols of 
its host town on a university crest can probably be interpreted the same way as an 
image of the founder-king – as a sponsor logo, mainly because the reasons for a town 
to want and have a university were mainly economic and prestige-related.126 The 
benefits in this case were mutual.  
Nevertheless, more buildings start to appear on the university logos as one 
approaches the 20th century. Particularly the Enlightenment era classicist building 
style seems to have left a deep imprint as such buildings appear on the logos most 
often. The explanation might be in the strong interplay of the symbols of the time 
period – Enlightenment - light versus darkness – light of wisdom and education – the 
civilization of the Antique – university as a temple of wisdom. Temples have often 
been built to impress the believers and in this case the belief centered round the 
possibility of educating the young male crème de la crème of the nation to lead it to 
the next level of civilization127. The increased focus on the aesthetic quality and 
majesty of the university buildings is also likely to have a connection to the change in 
ideas concerning the essence of education in general. If the education consisted of – 
like it used to since the Middle Ages – the learned ones passing their knowledge on to 
the students, some of whom then again could pass it on to the next generation of 
students and so on, the surroundings in which this process took place were probably 
not of primary importance. The medieval universities, especially during the early 
years had hardly any or no permanent buildings at all.128  
Enlightenment was defined as the era representing everything opposite of its 
predecessor – light instead of (presumed) darkness, education instead of illiteracy, 
domination over Nature instead of blind submission to God. The Lisbon earthquake in 
1755 shook not only thousands of innocent people, but also the elite’s faith in the 
benevolent God and paved the way to accepting education as a religion of sorts. Also 
the philosophy of education changed – to a great part thanks to the thoughts of the 
outcast philosopher Rousseau. As mentioned earlier, teaching and learning used to be 
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perceived mostly as a process of transferring knowledge from one person to another, 
where everyone in the process added a little bit to the general body of knowledge129. 
The new perception of education relied considerably less on network principle and 
considerably more on botany. Education became in a way the process of growing and 
tending the seeds of talent hidden inside a pupil, so that they could flourish and 
blossom. 
However, in order to bear fruit, an apple tree needs not only a good gardener 
to weed, prune and water, but also good climate to surround it. The same way, the 
‘climate’ where the botanical education process took place could be beneficial and aid 
the student to ‘bloom’. A part of this ‘climate’ was the intellectual atmosphere and 
company of peers and professors. Another part, however, was the aesthetic quality of 
the university buildings and surroundings, as the education as Bildung as well as 
liberal education included both intellectual and emotional development. It is after all 
in that era the universities began to found their own libraries, parks, museums, art 
collections and so on.130  
This powerful light/dark symbolism also found a fertile soil in the national 
romanticist movement in formerly occupied countries or colonies. In this case 
university of one’s own often came to symbolize the victory of light over darkness, 
meaning political change to autonomy or independence, and the university’s main 
building to serve as a memorial to the happy event. More often than not it is also the 
national-symbol-universities that have chosen their main building as their logo or part 
of it such as, for instance, the University of Tartu and University of Ljubljana. 
However, this is not a rule of thumb, as some countries have specific national 
traditions for university logos, such as for instance Bulgaria, where the universities 
use an image of a patron saint as a logo.  
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For comparison, their main buildings look like this: 
 
 
                 
University of Ljubljana               University of Tartu               University of Sofia                                          
 
Internationally famous universities – naturally - also have famous buildings – 
mainly owing to rich media exposure – but these are not necessarily their main 
buildings. For instance, owing to the persistent tradition of live-in campuses, Oxford 
and Cambridge are known by their whole building complexes instead of one edifice – 
it would of course be difficult to determine in this case which one is their main 
building per se. Oxford in particular has naturally benefited greatly from being a 
backdrop of ‘Inspector Morse’ series and Oxbridge acting as a prototype of Hogwarts 
will surely produce some aha-experiences for some future students, were they to 
encounter the real thing. Oxford University is also featured in the series 'Lost' – as a 
place, where in an attic office above Physics Department, the slightly twisted genius 
Daniel Faraday has been conducting research on time travel. The follow-up for 'The 
X-Files’ - 'The Fringe' has placed some of its main action between the basement walls 
of Harvard University, where the – to put it mildly - eccentric scientist Walter Bishop, 
assisted by his son, helps the FBI by solving murder cases that involve the most 
extraordinary scientific experiments. Tony Hill, the main character from 'Wire in the 
Blood' is giving lectures in psychopathology and marking essays, when he is not 
assisting the murder squad with profiling serial killers and so on and so forth.   
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Cambridge University                               Oxford University 
 
Buildings undoubtedly contribute to the image of a prototypical university. 
Nevertheless, interestingly enough a number of the eldest universities in Europe do 
not seem to have a specific architectural face forward, partly perhaps due to the fact 
that they are situated in towns or cities with an abundance of historical architecture 
and partly owing to the condition that was referred to earlier on – the earlier 
university buildings were meant to fulfill more of a practical than a symbolic function. 
As one can see below, for instance, the universities of Sorbonne (Paris), Bologna and 
Heidelberg are from an aesthetical point of view fully comparable to the previous 
examples, but at the same time lack the oomph – or grandeur - of their English, 
Spanish and Eastern European counterparts. 
 
                                
University of Bologna      University of Heidelberg    University of Copenhagen 
 
                    
Sorbonne (Paris)                 University of Coimbra          University of Groningen 
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During the first half of the 20th century, however, the idea of university 
buildings as aesthetic monuments was changed by the influence of the functionalist 
school of architecture. The focus was turned from the outside to the inside, when the 
architects weighed the pluses and minuses of putting most effort into decorating the 
façade or designing roomy facilities with plenty of light, air and other comforts. 
Interestingly enough, the architectural fashion followed the ‘ordinary’ fashion on its 
quest towards simplicity. Already in the first decade of the 20th century, the Victorian 
frills and puffs had to make way to considerably simpler clothing, emancipating 
women in particular from their literal burden of extra attire. During 1920s and 1930s 
fashion was simplified sometimes to the extreme and the main attention moved from 
decoration and details to showing the beauty of the material and pure form. Similar 
move took place in architecture, where the German school of modernist architecture 
(Bauhaus in particular) revolutionized the former often pseudo-historical style.  So, 
many of the university buildings from the 20th century are carriers of a whole different 
kind of aesthetic ideal than the older ones.  
 
                                                                              
University of Roskilde               University of Tromsø 
 
At least as important as the visual expression of the university – meaning 
buildings and surroundings, crest and logo –, is its motto, as this is the sentence or 
expression that is ideally supposed to define the particular institution’s mission and 
values. View to the buildings provides the feeling of the place, a motto supplies its 
main idea. The formula for elixir of life is supposed to be so simple that it can be 
written on a single emerald, at least if one is to believe Coelho131 – the leading idea of 
a university should follow the same principle.  
The symbolism commonly used in university mottos seems to have a range of 
                                                 
131
  Coelho (1992), p.132-133 – “I’m an alchemist simply because I’m an alchemist,” he said, as he 
prepared the meal. “I learned the science from my grandfather, who learned from his father, and so 
on, back to the creation of the world. In those times, the Master Work could be written simply on an 
emerald. But men began to reject simple things, and to write tracts, interpretations and 
philosophical studies. They also began to feel that they knew a better way than others had. Yet the 
Emerald Tablet is still alive today.” 
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similar traits, independent of the differences in age and geographical location of the 
universities. The most common symbol is light (libertas perfundet omnia luce; hinc 
lucem et pocula sacra; coelestem adspicit lucem; lucem sequimur; ad lucem; 
Dominus illuminatio mea; sol iustitiae illustra nos), expressed in various ways, 
closely followed by freedom (veritas, iustitia, libertas; praesidium libertatis; 
universa universis Patavina libertas; veritas, virtus, libertas), truth (Die Wahrheit 
wird euch frei machen; via, veritas, vita; patet omnibus veritas; gratiae veritas 
naturae), wisdom (sancte et sapienter; sedes sapientiae; cognitia, sapientia, 
humanitas; sapientia urbs conditur) and knowledge (et augebitur scientia; scientiae 
et patriae). Some mottos, which do not contain these exact words, express 
nevertheless similar thoughts (alma mater studiorum; semper apertus; rerum 
cognoscere causas) or reflect the historical reality (pax optima rerum; plus ratio quam 
vis; haec otia studia forent; ad utrumque)132. For the most part, the mottos tend to be 
in Latin, the old academic lingua franca, although occasionally vernacular language is 
preferred. It is difficult if not impossible to say when the particular mottos have been 
adopted by the universities – whether from their official year of establishment, later, 
or in case of the 'new' universities, earlier.  
According to the ideas expressed in the mottos, one can say that an ideal 
university is an institution that is dedicated to the search of truth and knowledge - 
assuming that light is interpreted as a synonym for both -, and a place where wisdom 
is conserved. It is also a sort of an embassy of freedom, meaning that within its 
physical limits, things are allowed that are not elsewhere, a place that is open for all 
and values peace and leisure as preconditions to its main purposes, but is prepared to 
fight for its cause, should it be threatened from the outside.  
 
 
 
                                                 
132
 The mottos are gathered from Wikipedia and individual university websites. The English 
translations, together with the name of the university it belongs to and year when the university was 
established, are listed in Appendix 1 
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Part 3 – Dissentio ergo sum 
 
During the 1960s, the students all over Europe and other places in the world 
had begun to feel a growing discontent towards their universities. The society around 
them was changing, but the universities seemed not to have noticed. How was that 
possible? How could places where knowledge was studied and discovered, simply 
ignore what was going on outside their walls and even close the curtains in order not 
to be bothered with reality? And so the students took action. They wanted out of the 
ivory tower. They wanted to study, but they did not only want to study in order to get 
to know something, they wanted their studies to make a real difference in the real 
world. Knowledge for them was no more an idol to be worshipped and tiptoed around, 
it was a toolbox that could and should be used to fix that was broken around 
them…and they thought that there was a lot that needed fixing.  
In this time period new universities were established in many countries in 
Europe, and most of them followed the agenda of the 1968 student protests when 
designing the curricula. Their study programs were intended to have relevance for 
their surrounding societies and several of the new institutions experimented with 
previously untried pedagogical methods.  
Denmark was in this respect no exception, as two universities – Aalborg 
University and Roskilde University were established here in this spirit of renewal. The 
reasons for their establishment were somewhat different though, as placing a 
university in Aalborg was hoped to create more employment and generally keep 
people in this peripheral geographical region of the country and Roskilde University 
was initially intended to simply ease the workload of the University of Copenhagen. 
However, both of the new universities came to be preoccupied with studies that would 
have societal relevance as well as to base their pedagogy on problem orientation and 
group work. 
 
Short history of Roskilde University (RUC) 
 
 Material concerning the history of Roskilde University is not exactly 
plentiful, most probably because many of the people, who made this history and were 
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a part of it, are still alive, well and working here. So, one can see that composing a 
detached historical analysis of the development of place is still difficult, as one would 
risk revealing and reigniting the old conflicts and antagonisms. Majority of the 
published historical material has been published in 1995, to celebrate the 25-year 
jubilee of the university, and a smaller part a few years later. With the exception of a 
memoir book, the historical material concerning Roskilde University has been 
gathered and analyzed by only one person, Else Hansen. As at the time, when she 
worked with the material – the beginning of 1990s - it was even fresher and more 
conflict-laden, her work caused considerable controversy within the university. 
However, as her history of RUC is the only analysis available, the following overview 
is based largely on her work.  
 
A new university? – Where?  
 
 In the end of 1960s there was a consensus on the Danish political landscape 
that there was a need for a new university – the existing universities in Copenhagen 
and Århus were already stretched beyond their capacity in terms of accepting students 
– but there was a massive disagreement concerning the geographical location of the 
new institution. Should it be in Aalborg or in Roskilde?133 In 1970, it was decided that 
Roskilde University will be established and it should be a university centre providing 
education in a broad spectrum of subjects on university level, but also profession-
oriented study programs. The prospective student was to be provided with an 
experience of science as a whole – “Et universitetsstudium [må] karakteriseres som 
en modningsproces, der tager sigte på hele den studerendes personlighed, en 
målsætning som imidlertid forudsætter, at den studerende kommer i berøring med 
tankesæt, viden og indstillinger, der ligger ud over de snævre grænser, som et isoleret 
fakultet afstikker.”134  
 The underlying ideals for building the new university centre were rather 
typical for the 1960s, involving both plans for educating new specialists and visions 
                                                 
133
  Hansen (1997), p.33, Hansen in Hjeltnes (1998), p.88 
134
 Hansen (1997), p.31 The English translation of the quote would be something as follows: 
University studies can be described as a maturing process for the student’s whole personality. This 
aim, however, presupposes that the student should encounter ways of thinking, knowledge and 
approaches that cover a broader range than that available in a single isolated faculty.  
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on increased democratic influence of the students, who should be able to design their 
studies and choose their topics to study – as opposed to the study form in the older 
universities.135 
 One of the new ideas in RUC pedagogy was the replacement of filosofikum136 
with two years of basic studies that would introduce the students to the theories and 
methods of their general field of studies. The general fields were decided to be 
Humanities, Natural Sciences and Social Sciences.  The basic studies in themselves 
did not enable the student to get a degree, but had to be followed by two or four years 
of specialized education. The students were to work in groups in form of problem-
oriented project work. The first teachers hired to teach in basic studies had three 
months to work out the pedagogical principles for their respective basic studies.  
 The academic staff at RUC was predominantly young – two out of three full-
time teachers were under 35 years in 1974137. The part-time staff was mostly even 
younger. Only half of the new teachers had finished their own university education 
before 1970. Among the other half, many had either recently graduated from the 
University of Copenhagen or were still students themselves. Male academics 
outweighed females in a ratio of 6:1138 Majority of the new teachers were educated at 
the University of Copenhagen, however, in Humanities a considerable number of 
teachers came from different German universities and in Social Sciences from Lund 
University139. RUC was first and foremost planned to be a university with main focus 
on humanities, as the expected student division for the first year was to be 420 
students for Humanities, 140 for Social Sciences and 140 for Natural Sciences basic 
studies140. However, the number of applications to Social Sciences basic studies 
exceeded all expectations, so their number of students was increased and the student 
intake of Humanities reduced.  
 Although the educations at RUC were presented as something totally new – 
basic studies, interdisciplinarity and late specialization, profession-oriented study 
programs at the universities, project-oriented group work and free choice of topics, 
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 Hansen (1997),  p.48 
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  ‘Filosofikum’ was a Danish first-level university exam that all university students had to pass 
before specializing on a specific discipline, in principle equal to the medieval magister artium title. 
It was abolished in 1971.  
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 Hansen (1997), p.57 
138
 Hansen (1997), p.57 
139
 Hansen (1997), p.57 
140
 Hansen (1997), p.58 
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continuous evaluations of not only the results, but also the process, then many 
elements in them were, however, identical to the old and well-known ideals for 
universities and teaching, albeit combined in new ways.141 According to Niels-Ole 
Lund, a member of the RUC Planning Committee put it: “På en made er 
centertankenen genoplivelse af den gamle universitetsidé. Universitetet voksede frem i 
middelalderen som et fællesskab mellem lærere og elever, og selv om man tidligt fik 
fakulteter var det almindeligt at studere på tværs af fakultetsgrænserne.”142 
 The three main features of RUC were historically very characteristic for 
universities – firstly its view of an ideal relationship between students and teachers 
and purpose of the university followed the ideas of Humboldt; secondly its underlying 
idea of general right to education and its wide dispersion in society reached back to 
the Danish Folk High School movement and Grundtvig143 and thirdly its specific 
ideas on problem- and experience-based learning that were formulated among others 
by John Dewey, dated back to the beginning of 1900s.144 
 
Everyone can see that it has been cheap 
 
 The new university was to become a stage for some of the most heated 
discussions concerning its purpose – should it be 'internal scientific development' or 
studies in subjects that interested the working class? – as well as its leadership – 
should it be led by students, teachers, politicians or administrators?145. As an 
instrumental institution for the University of Copenhagen, RUC was initially planned 
for 20,000 students with capacity for enlargement to double as many146. The time 
available for planning the physical structure of the new university was unusually 
short, so chances were that the university would have to start in temporary buildings. 
However, owing to a creative and fast planning process, RUC welcomed its first 
students in permanent buildings in September 1972. The buildings and building 
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 Hansen (1997), p.74 
142
 Hansen (1997), p.74-75 The English translation of the quote would be something as follows: In a 
way the concept of a university centre was just a resurrection of the old university idea. University 
was first established in the Middle Ages as a community of teachers and students and although 
faculties were created quite early, it was common to study several subjects.  
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 N. F. S. Grundtvig (1783 – 1872) was a Danish philosopher, priest and poet, founder of 
Grundtvigianism and the Folk High School movement.  
144
 Hansen(1997), p.75, Hansen in Hjeltnes (1998), p.92 
145
 Hansen (1997), p.48 
146
 Hansen (1997), p.48-49 
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construction matched the idea of the kind of education RUC was going to provide - 
fast, effective and module-based. However, this eloquent explanation was making a 
virtue out of necessity - the buildings had had to be first and foremost cheap147. The 
largest auditorium at RUC at meant for maximum 300 people and it remained the 
largest room at RUC until 1992.148 One of the largest newspapers in Denmark – 
Politiken - wrote in 1971: “Men når Roskilde Universitet om godt et år er kommet op 
at stå, vil ingen dansk djævel kunne se, om huset er beregnet til at rumme en fabrik, 
en kildeskatteadministration, et rådhus eller et universitet. Derimod vil det nok kunne 
ses, at det har været billigt.”149  
 
How do we do this? 
 
 And so RUC officially started in September 1972 with 665 students on basic 
studies. All parties involved seem to have had mixed expectations towards this 
educational experiment. Internally there were conflicts and disagreements concerning 
RUCs profile and study structure. From the outside, there were calls to close the 
institution down altogether, as it had managed to gain a reputation as a place where 
state's money was wasted, where the students learned nothing and where the teachers 
spent their time in administrative meetings instead of teaching or doing research.150  
The organization of the daily work was one of the main challenges in RUC’s 
beginning years, as there were very few practical experiences made with this kind of 
study form. Group work in particular posed problems – lack of planning, discipline, 
aim and responsibility, difficulties in communication, transport difficulties and taxing 
psychological climate at group meetings.151 The necessity and unavoidability of group 
work was nevertheless hardly ever questioned – it was considered the 'RUC way'. 
Supervisors experienced different kind of problems – their specialist knowledge was 
often rendered unnecessary, whereas their empathetic skills as negotiator and 
psychologist were frequently called upon in order to help the groups overcome their 
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 The particular buildings mentioned are 01, 02 and 03.  
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 Hansen (1997) , p.51 
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 Hansen (1997), p.52 The English translation of the quote would be something as follows: “When 
Roskilde University will be ready in about a years’ time, nobody will be able to say whether those 
buildings were meant to contain a factory, a tax office, a town hall or a university. However, 
everybody will be able to tell, that they have been cheap.” 
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 Hansen (1997), p.84-85 
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 Hansen (1997), p.89 
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internal problems.  
The problems that appeared in group work also showed the contradictions in 
RUC ideals – on one hand the students were expected to work in groups and submit 
their individual ambitions (at least to a certain extent) to collective decisions. Yet on 
the other hand every student was supposed to have the possibility for free individual 
development. In these conditions, group work became the means to achieve personal 
prestige and acknowledgement.152 Teachers’ prestige came to depend upon the quality 
of the projects of the groups (s)he supervised, which resulted in the best groups also 
getting the best supervision.153 In Humanities and Natural Sciences, the aim was to 
unite project work and courses in a flexible way, whereas students in Social Sciences 
showed a strong opposition towards courses and occasionally even any form of 
supervision. 
The underlying reason for using problem oriented project work was the 
admittance that specialization in education would only allow finding solutions to a 
small part of some complex societal problem. Concentrating on the problem itself, 
however, would allow taking its complexity into account, enable the students to dig 
into several fields of knowledge and see the connections. This method of study was 
gradually intended to ‘stop the isolation of the existing branches of science and build 
up new general concepts and methods that will lead to an establishment of a general 
study of society’154.  
 
Jeg en hus mig bygge vil… 
 
‘Houses' as basic units in RUC's structure had considerable independence from 
the very establishment of the university. They also had separate budgets, which could 
be used according to the decisions of the 'inhabitants'. Project evaluations that often 
involved the whole house were considered some of the most important learning 
activities. House secretaries had a central placement in the whole structure as 
anchorwomen, as they were meant to fulfill both administrative and psychological 
support role in the house. The ‘house’ structure was meant to make the students feel 
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like university ‘owners’ instead of university ‘users’.155 
 The first buildings of RUC were in fact established according to the 
principles of group work –‘house’ as a basic structural unit had to include group 
rooms, teachers' and secretaries' offices, a canteen, a small kitchen and larger group 
rooms (theory rooms)156. Ideally, each house was to consist of ca 60 students, six 
teachers and one secretary. The ideal group size was calculated to be seven people, 
which was also reflected in the design and decoration of group rooms - each of them 
was equipped with work places for seven people.157 This kind of structure for 
university organization in this particular form was unprecedented both in Denmark 
and perhaps in whole Europe.   
  
Fraternité, liberté, egalité 
 
 The educational philosophy of RUC consciously embedded the concept of 
social equality in its system, by gathering a certain number of students, teachers and 
administrative staff into small communities or 'houses' as well as by accepting up to 
1/5 of its students based on other criteria than grades. Exams, especially in the first 
two years, were deemed to be useless if not counterproductive to the aim of the basic 
studies, as they promoted competitiveness between students, and often caused the 
division of study material into 'relevant for exam'/'irrelevant for exam' categories. So, 
in order to keep the focus on the unity of science during the two years of basic studies, 
frequent evaluations were preferred to exams.  
 RUC was a sought-after work place in its first years as the number of 
applicants to teaching exceeded the number of teaching positions fivefold158. As many 
of the applicants were widely known for their left-wing political convictions and their 
work in student politics, RUC developed a long-standing reputation as a political – in 
particular Marxist – university, where according to some, in order to get hired one 
needed to support the political left wing. The reassurances by the RUC leadership that 
political views played no role in the university’s employment policy were disbelieved.
 Group work method was intended to promote social contact between 
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students and avoid isolation, but also develop the students' skills for cooperation and 
act as an antidote for unnecessary competitiveness159. However, in order to be able to 
benefit from this study method was a great degree of independence was expected 
from the individual student. (S)he was expected to have the major responsibility for 
his or her studies, both in choosing the topics for projects and planning the work. The 
ordinary teacher-student relationship was also modified – instead of the teacher 
actively 'teaching' and the students passively 'learning', the students had to take the 
initiative to contact the teacher ('supervisor') if they needed consultation or help with 
their work160. Courses were for the most part not planned to be a part of RUC-
education, besides ad hoc courses that could be arranged in connection with a certain 
project topic.161 Teachers' role was changed in a sense that they had to accommodate 
their teaching according to the topic choices of their students instead of sharing their 
knowledge about their particular subject. They were seen as 'more experienced 
students’, whereas the students' work was simply ‘scientific investigation on a lower 
level'162. 
Too much of a good thing 
 
 In 1974, after two years of ‘absolute freedom’, many students wished for 
more structure in their studies. Thus it was suggested that the students would have to 
propose a 'house theme' or 'semester theme' before the beginning of each new 
semester. This turned out to be a profitable suggestion that helped to codify the 
contents of the basic studies. In the very first years of RUC, many students had 
chosen it as a place of study, because they wished to try something new, which in this 
case were interdisciplinarity, group work and late specialization. As time passed, more 
and more students chose RUC, because it was a place where they could arrange their 
studies on the basis of Marxist principles and critical theory.163 Particularly Social 
Studies were famed to have a considerable group pressure amongst the students to 
streamline their projects under Marxist theory.164 
 The study regulations for specialist studies were worked out in cooperation 
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between RUC and the representatives of the future employers. The Ministry of 
Education did not hide that the wishes of future employers would be the first priority, 
which raised voices of protest at RUC. The main concern was that this way the study 
programs might be planned too short-sightedly as the ‘immediate use’ value of the 
disciplines would be favoured over traditional scientific work.165  
 One of the main reasons for RUC’s establishment had been easing the 
burden of the University of Copenhagen from educating gymnasium teachers. The 
aim with the module-based education model was to ensure that students that were 
studying to become primary school teachers could 'upgrade' themselves into 
gymnasium teachers later on by simply following the missing modules. In order for 
this system to function properly, RUC had also planned to offer study programs for 
primary school teachers. However, the Danish government announced their 
opposition to this idea. Precise reasons were seemingly never given, but the 'red' 
reputation of RUC that had been promoted in the media was suspected to be the main 
grounds. After all, hadn’t everyone heard ‘things’ about RUC?166 This continued 
critical media exposure gave rise to a stronger radicalization of the students, but also a 
development of a strong 'us-against-them' spirit.167 
 The later half of the 1970s brought about a debate concerning the position of 
Natural Sciences at RUC. Should they function as an independent area of study or 
should they be perceived as instrumental disciplines for Social Sciences?168 The 
mission of RUC was also disputed – Should it be a university with special political 
profile like studies in the interests of the working class or should it educate its 
students like any other university, but hold on to its special features like basic 
educations and profession-oriented study programs?169  
 
We don’t need your regulations 
 
During its first five years RUC had had internal evaluations instead of exams, 
courses had been voluntary and offered only in connection with project topics, the 
choice of project topics had been completely free and students and teachers had (at 
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least in principle) been considered as equals. In 1975, the Ministry of Education 
demanded a reorganization of this system. Both the first and second year of study had 
to finish with exams with external censors, courses were expected to fulfill 50% of the 
studies, the contents of basic studies had to be regulated, teachers were to exercise 
greater influence by having to approve or reject the project proposals and in general 
assume a responsibility over the students.170 
An external rectorate was instated in 1975 in order to implement these reforms 
and they were not welcomed. The attitude towards the ‘outsiders’ was on one instance 
described as follows: “RUC-traditionen var stærk, rektoratet blev opfattet som en 
besættelsesmagt, som det hørte til almindelig anstændighed at ignorere og/eller 
bekæmpe. Ca ligesom tyskerne under besættelsen, efter August 1943.”171 The 
abovementioned reforms had to be reinforced with immediate effect and no transition 
period, which was against the common academic practice. For the students the new 
rules meant that they would be examined in course material that was unrelated to their 
projects as well as having project exams as usual.  
The reform demands caused large protest campaigns during spring 1976. 
Nearly 75% of the students on the second year of Social Sciences basic studies 
refused to register for exams, despite the warning of exmatriculation from the 
Minister of Education172. The Ministry of Education had demanded implementing the 
reforms as a guarantee for continued existence of RUC, which otherwise was 
uncertain173. However, in order to be able to implement the reforms, the students had 
to take their exams. Students all over Denmark, as well as several large Danish 
companies rallied for support to the exam protesters174. By the end of April 1976, 
about 2/3 of RUC's 1,500 students were boycotting exams. Teaching assistants and 
Ph.D. students went on solidarity strike. By the beginning of May 1976, 10,000-
15,000 students all over Denmark had joined the protests and were boycotting 
lectures.  
The reasons for such a widespread support for a new and ‘outsider’ university 
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were partly opposition to and anger against the Ministry disregarding a common 
academic tradition, partly a wish to secure the possibility for studies that allowed free 
choice of subject and use of critical methods, and partly a fear that if the state could 
impose its rules single-handedly on one university, it would only be a matter of time 
before it does it on others.175 However, in the beginning of May 1976, the 
confrontation ended with a compromise that satisfied the students. The new 
regulations were formally not changed, but interpreted in a way that allowed for the 
exams to be held without including the course materials. Demonstrations receded the 
same day.  
Question of survival 
 
 In the middle of 1970s, the debate about the status of RUC had three 
dominant standpoints. The right-wing parties in the Parliament saw little reason for 
maintaining an institution, that harboured intentions for reforming the existing 
societal order; RUC-students (and left-wing parties) wanted to have a possibility to 
establish a 'socialist way of studying' and thus conduct their studies in the interests of 
the working class; and academics at RUC and other universities (supported by the 
political centre) advocated for academic freedom in the spirit of Humboldt 
University.176 The supporters of the 'third way' spoke for freedom of research at RUC 
and warned against making universities into 'graduate-producing factories that follow 
precise deadlines and spit out well-trimmed experts' as well as against 'giving the 
university teachers checklists for what they'd have to make their students know, thus 
simultaneously sabotaging, narrowing or eliminating their duty and right to do free 
research'177. Despite the hostile political climate, the meeting concerning the future of 
RUC ended with a fragile majority for that RUC should continue as an independent 
institution.  
 This uncertain stabilization of status quo brought the academic community 
at RUC back to the basic discussions about the why's, what's and how's. Some 
teachers from the Social Sciences basic studies that had either been critical about the 
students' protest methods during the exams controversy or had actually supported the 
reforms were blacklisted and boycotted by the students. This created a growing 
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feeling of discontent among the teachers who had supported the students during the 
conflict, but refused to accept a boycott of their colleagues.  
 At the end of 1976, the external rectorate demanded the Social Sciences 
basic studies to be closed down 'in its existing form' and a general institute reform to 
be carried out.178 This decision was seemingly intended to prevent greater harm, as the 
political forces that supported closing down RUC were still influential and would 
have been further strengthened by continuing problems at the university Continued 
negotiations between the RUC academic and administrative staff on one side and the 
external rectorate on the other, led to postponing the actual decision. As students' 
opinion was not asked in this matter, they revolted, again supported by students of 
other universities, which resulted in students overtaking several university buildings 
on all universities in Denmark and lecture boycott in some places. Between 10,000 
and 15,000 students participated in the protest activities, however, this time it did not 
achieve the desired outcome. The institute reform was instated and the Social 
Sciences basic studies were closed down for one semester. Both were experienced as 
major defeats to RUC. 
 
Under pressure 
 
 By the beginning of 1980s, the focus of higher education had shifted from 
desire to learn and individual motivation to production of the 'right' professionals as 
fast and cheap as possible.179 Economic considerations and predictions had found 
their place in education planning.  
 Many of the teachers that had been hired at RUC in the beginning of 1970s 
had been recent university graduates themselves and had participated in the student 
protests of 1968. They had taught in the academia already as students and identified 
themselves more with students than with the older segment of the academic staff. 
However, the recent conflicts had shown that the solidarity between teachers and 
students could no longer be maintained in the intended form, as the teachers were 
expected to be 'loyal towards the state and Ministry'.180 Another challenge was the 
desired “double qualification” – being a good RUC-academic or RUC-teacher was not 
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necessarily the same as being a good researcher in one's field, most RUC-teachers, 
however, wished to be both.181  
 Year 1979 brought up discussions over RUC's status yet again – this time 
from an economic aspect. Was RUC cost-effective as an institution? Especially basic 
studies in Humanities that had a small number of applicants to begin with, had a 50% 
dropout rate. However, in this case RUC had an ace in its sleeve - a recent study 
concerning graduate employment showed that RUC graduates had a high employment 
rate. Two out of three graduates with Master degree had found employment within 
three months from their final exam.182  
 A year later the Ministry of Education proposed another string of changes to 
RUC's educational profile, which included adding some profession-oriented study 
programs as well as several new Master programs and combined programs. The 
proposals fitted well with RUC's existing structure, so they were accepted and 
integrated within a short period of time. However, this had just been a prelude. Danish 
Council of Higher Education183 published a plan called 'Grovskitsen' in 1981, which 
was to sketch the future educational profile of RUC and other Danish universities184. 
It proposed several important changes, but left the 'trademarks' of RUC like basic 
studies or problem oriented project work untouched. In reply, RUC proposed its own 
modified version of the plan. In this reply, RUC summed up its brand and identity in 
three points: firstly, that it is a university that has some 'needs' similar to other 
universities; secondly, it is a flexible institution that is open to changes and thirdly, it 
has some values that it is proud of and satisfied with – its study programs, 
pedagogical methods and enthusiasm.185  
 The difference between a university and a university centre was blurred even 
more – the original definition of a university centre had focused on offering both 
profession-oriented study programs and Master programs in the same institution. 
However, in the 1980s the importance of the former diminished and the latter 
increased. In practice, RUC was considered as and spoken of as a university, not a 
university centre.186  
 As 'Grovskitsen' included new profile proposals for all Danish universities, 
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all rectors – including RUC's – united in their criticism towards the plan, mainly 
because it was conceived without consulting the universities. This was the first time 
RUC was accepted by other institutions as a 'normal' university instead of an 
outsider.187 The grounds for the support were familiar - it was understood that if the 
state could single-handedly make changes in the profile of one university, it could also 
do that with any other.188 This debate ended with RUC accepting a somewhat 
modified version of ‘Grovskitsen’, which was more suited to its aims and purposes. 
The last profession-oriented study program – socionomics – was closed down in 
1982, which meant the end of the original idea of a university centre.189   
 However, the committee behind ‘Grovskitsen’ had not finished their work 
yet. In 1983, RUC received a finished proposal for its future profile: Humanities were 
to be closed down and Natural Sciences and Social Sciences strengthened190. RUC 
protested and presented the committee with a definition for universities - 
“Universiteterne kendetegnes ved, at mennesket som skabende, fysisk, erkendende, 
social og politisk væsen i samspil med sine omgivelser (“naturen”), er den centrale 
genstand for universitetets virksomhed.”191. Hereby RUC presented itself as a 
university inter pares and demanded to be treated on same terms and judged 
according to same standards as any other university. Removing Humanities as well as 
biology, social studies and socionomics, were perceived as a great weakening if not 
the end of RUC as a university.192 A contemporary Parliament member expressed it as 
follows: “Et universitet eller universitetscenter uden humaniora er ikke noget 
universitet... det er i høj grad ødelæggende for et universitetscenter, hvor 
tværfagligheden netop er i højsædet... Netop på RUC, som er et forsøgscenter, er der 
gode muligheder for at lave nye kombinationer med de humanistiske fag og andre fag, 
som der er brug for bl.a. i gymnasiet, men som også kan danne baggrund for nye 
muligheder for beskæftigelse i erhvervslivet.”193 The students protested too, but this 
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time not en masse, but using small-size, but notable media-oriented events.  
 
Come on inside 
 
 The 1980s RUC was considerably more concentrated on cooperation than 
political protests. The general conditions for universities had changed considerably – 
state regulation had become noticeably tighter. Interestingly, while in the 1970s, the 
Ministry of Education had ordered very specific changes at RUC's structure and RUC 
had replied with arguments about societal benefits, in the 1980s the situation was 
reversed – the Ministry referred to societal needs and RUC to its specific structure.194 
 The new decade also brought an increased focus on individual opportunities 
of development as opposed to the collective ideals of the 1970s. Discussions about 
whether RUC should be a modern university or not, ceased – there was no need to 
discuss the evident fact that RUC was a modern university. Its particular pedagogical 
methods and combined educations allowed a hitherto untried flexibility of studies as 
well as possibility to react immediately to changes in society without compromising 
the scientific level of the studies.195  
  The 1970s' RUC had been quite strongly marked by the 'us against them' 
attitude and remarks like ‘if they would have just left us in peace…’ Focusing on the 
outer 'enemies' had also deflected the university from self-reflection. The following 
decade, however, brought a greater concentration on opening itself to the world. The 
'outer world' was no longer seen as an enemy. Now, internal disagreements were 
occasionally hushed down in order to present a united front and a smiling face to the 
outside. RUC wanted to present itself as a university for all students instead of just the 
politically active ones.196 The prevalent attitude towards project work in 1970s – 
project work is the best way to serve the working class through one's studies – slowly 
gave way to a more individualized approach. Project work was now rather seen as a 
method of study that enabled insights that the traditional methods did not, as well as 
providing qualifications that might help modernizing the society. In its beginning 
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years, RUC had aimed for schooling academics that could also do 'real work' – a 
decade later the 'real work' was by and large the only thing the students prepared 
themselves for.  
  The group work method was presented to the outside as a success, mostly 
because it was valued for giving students qualifications that the employers desired.197 
As criticism against Marxist ideology gathered momentum, political activism could 
no more provide the basis for RUC-identity, especially as the societal criticism of the 
1970s had in many cases been accepted and become a part of the mainstream 
knowledge. Instead of that, group work and RUC-pedagogy overtook the central 
position in RUC identity and brand. The downside of this change was that it provided 
the pedagogy with a taboo status, which effectively avoided discussions over its lacks 
and problems.198  
  Interdisciplinarity assumed a major part in RUC’s identity as well. However, 
the perception of it had changed into meaning different disciplines with independent 
focuses that could cooperate and relate to each other in various ways whereas earlier 
the different disciplines were considered more as handmaidens of an overarching 
theory. The new idea at RUC in 1980s was to cooperate across the main departments 
(Humanities, Social Sciences and Natural Sciences) as well as between individual 
disciplines. The new perception of interdisciplinarity also presupposed a high level of 
subject knowledge in all involved disciplines, as the aim was no longer to be 
interdisciplinary in order to create an all-encompassing analysis of the society, but to 
provide the labour market with graduates who had competences from several areas. 
This was seemingly a success, as in 1988 an employer survey gave RUC top position 
for the qualifications of its graduates.199  
 
View to the world 
 
Many universities are tied closely to the region they are located, where they 
receive the bulk of their student body from and where the alumni find work after 
graduation. As RUC was located way too close to University of Copenhagen in order 
to establish oneself as a regional university, it had to position itself as an alternative. 
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By the beginning of 1990s, its strategic focus had slowly shifted from growth to 
consolidation, maintenance and upgrading of the already existing.200 
 From the middle of 1980s onwards, RUC began to profile itself as an 
international university and at present, perhaps one tenth of the whole student 
population is international students. The International Cultural Studies department, 
which was intended to be the international version of Humanities basic studies, was 
opened in 1989.  
 The new university law from 1992 made changes in university leadership 
likening it to the model used in private companies. It gave greater personal 
responsibility and independence to individual heads of faculties, but removed students 
and administrative staff from decision-making higher up than on faculty level.201  The 
new political plan concerning universities from 1994 steered towards having more 
students (of better quality), stronger basic research and more buildings. RUC 
benefitted particularly from the last point as the capacity of its buildings had not really 
kept up with the growth of its student numbers. Its student population had grown from 
1,600 in 1978 to 3,100 in 1988 and finally to 5,500 in 1996.202 The new buildings had 
to be 'beautiful and characteristic architectural works that clearly signal a vibrant 
and dynamic educational institution'203.  
 The original intent of 1972 - RUC and Roskilde should fuse together and not 
be clearly separated - had given way to the idea of 'defining' or 'marking' RUC's 
territory and seeing the town of Roskilde and RUC as clearly separated entities. RUC 
was now seen as an ‘internationalt universitet med en regional forankring' and its 
(lacking) relation to Roskilde was explained as follows:  ‘universitet og universitetets 
by bør have meget med hinanden at gore, men RUCs etablering langt fra centrum i 
Roskilde er sammen med hele baggrundshistorien krævet særlig kraft og særlige 
initiativer for at få RUC og Roskilde til at hænge ordentligt sammen.'204  
 The discussions at RUC concerning its roots, pedagogy and basic studies 
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continued and maintained openness towards accepting new elements into the 
structure, whilst preserving a critical approach, internally as well as externally. As 
RUC had become accepted as an ordinary university, it had also gained the basis and 
possibility for more open self-reflection and self-criticism. This came in handy, as a 
growing number of students chose to write a project alone during 1990s, partly due to 
discontent with group work. The individual supervisors had gotten many more 
students to supervise and thus notably less time to dedicate for each student.205 This 
decade also cemented in writing, that RUC-graduates were generalists, with all the 
capacities and competencies this brought – such as ability for problem-solving, 
working with information, methodical and systematic work, experiences with project 
work, interdisciplinary studies, communication of the results, as well as initiative, 
involvement, independence and ability to cooperate.206  
 
The myth 
 
 The consolidation phase of RUC that began in the end of 1980s was also 
characteristic to other universities in Europe that had been established in the same 
time period. Due to global economic developments, this consolidation phase 
coincided with budget cuts, which put many of the new universities in a difficult 
situation, as they were for the most part still small in size and lacking well-established 
traditions, as well as often suffering from a bad reputation. The budget cuts thus 
threatened the already shaky status quo. The new universities were in this situation 
particularly vulnerable – their growth was stopped before they had reached their 
optimal size and their selection of disciplines often reflected the particular needs of 
the 1960s and 1970s. However, the new universities also had advantages - their 
newness often meant having a young and enthusiastic staff that was ready and willing 
to experiment and their small size allowed faster communications and quicker 
decision-making. The new universities were not yet stagnated into traditions and felt 
united by a defensive attitude towards the 'outside enemy'207  
 The RUC-myth that was consolidated during the 1980s has, according to 
Hansen, several common characteristics with 'collective tradition' as expressed by 
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Anne Eriksen: 
“... Kjollektivtradisjonen fungerer som myte på to måter: Den består av fortellinger 
som inneholder kulturens svar på eksistentielle spørsmål. Samtidig gir den også et 
metaspråk, et sett ytringer... På den ene side  bidrar den mytiske til å skape et moralsk 
fellesskap og til å fremheve visse samlende verdier. På den annen side er den viten 
som formidles, så vidt “formløs, ustabil og tåket” at myten bliver ambivalent og 
mangetydig. Dermed oppstår et fellesskap som kan virke integrerende uten å være 
reelt. Det er basert på at myten er åpen for ulike forståelser som samtidig er så 
upresise at eventuelle konflikter og uenigheter aldri vil bli brakt for dagen.”208  
 Myth is, in fact one of the most important features in creating the imagined 
community of a particular university, even so important that “No community, no 
organization, no institution… can exist for long without a belief or set of beliefs so 
deeply and widely held that it is more or less exempt from ordinary demands that its 
goodness or rightness be demonstrable at any given moment…”209 Ordinarily the 
myth is upheld by the particular traditions or history of the institution, however, RUC 
seems to have made a conscious effort to avoid academic traditions such as official 
graduations and celebrations of academic excellence of any kind. The only tradition 
that dates back to RUC’s beginning years seems to be Årsfest, the annual university-
wide party for the students. The myth is in literature also called ‘an organizational 
saga’ and defined as “a collective understanding of unique accomplishment in a 
formally established group.”210  
 The strength of the myth or the collective identity is tested in times of 
economic decline, as then it is vital to maintain a collective spirit in order to prevent 
conflicts between faculties and loss of professional morale.211 In academia, the 
‘keepers’ of the myth are ordinarily the senior members of the academic staff and in 
addition to that “when the saga is firmly developed, it is embodied in many 
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components of the organization.”212 Despite being known to only a few, the purpose 
of RUC is also encoded into its physical structure in form of the architecture of the 
‘houses’. The most fertile ground for a birth of a saga is a newly founded organization 
with weak established structure and no set customs, especially if there has been a real 
effort or conflict in order to establish the institution in the first place. Maintenance of 
the saga, no matter whether it has been consciously cultivated or organically 
developed is extremely important, as it creates a feeling of privilege and belonging in 
the community that shares the particular beliefs and provides meaning for the 
otherwise rather abstract work routines. 
 Hansen identified four main components of RUC-myth in her work: firstly, a 
longing for the ‘golden age’ of the beginning years which had been destroyed by the 
outer enemies; secondly, a conviction concerning the success and even supremacy of 
problem-oriented project work as a pedagogical method; thirdly, a perception of 
interdisciplinarity as a cornerstone of the educational philosophy of RUC; and 
fourthly, confidence that political motives had never dominated over scientific aims at 
RUC.   
Part 4 – Vox populi  
 
 Speaking to people generally tends to render interesting and valuable 
information and this time was no exception. Almost all interviews had a main topic, a 
term or a thought that stood out, so this part is structured according to the sequence 
the interviews took place and the topics they offered. Some of these themes are 
unanimously popular and all interviewees have something to say about them, others 
are more individual concerns. All of them, however, provide insightful reading.  
 
Methodology 
 
 The selected interview method was semi-structured qualitative interviews, 
meaning interviews that have “a sequence of themes to be covered, as well as 
suggested questions”, but which still have openness to changes in sequence and 
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flexibility for following up on interesting leads provided by the interviewees213. This 
method was considered most suitable for the investigation for several reasons. Firstly, 
it allowed the interview subjects freedom to express their thoughts on a rather 
complex and abstract issue such as their view on Roskilde University and university’s 
role in general without pressing them into a strict predefined frame. It would have 
been impossible to develop a series of precise questions for a structured interview 
without risking a serious researcher bias. In addition to that, the possibility had to be 
taken into account that the interview subjects have an opinion about the topic, but it 
might be non-verbalized - following the saying that one’s values share a similarity 
with one’s toes, both are noticed first when someone steps on them. So, the 
interviewee might get stuck about answering a precise question concerning for 
instance his/her personal values connected to academic work and RUC, but express 
those values, when asked about e.g. the teaching experience or else. The interview 
guide is included in Appendix 2.  
 The interviews were recorded with Dictaphone, which is a much less 
intrusive and more discreet method compared to video camera that makes many 
people feel nervous and inhibited. The downside of using a Dictaphone is that visual 
cues like body language have to be left out from the later interpretation, as once the 
interview has been completed, that information cannot be retrieved. However, as the 
topic at hand did not necessitate the interview subjects to reveal any sensitive personal 
information, the body language clues were not considered to be of major importance 
in this context. The focus was on content, what was said, and not on linguistic 
nuances, or how it was said.  
 The interview languages were Danish and English – Danish for Danish 
interview subjects and English for non-Danish participants – unless they preferred 
Danish. The idea was to allow the interview subjects to use the language they felt 
themselves comfortable to express their thoughts in. In a way, using English for 
foreigners regardless of their origin and mother tongue perhaps set them in a slightly 
disadvantaged position, but considering the unofficial lingua franca status of English 
in the academic world, the inconvenience should not have been too great.   
 The size of interview sample – often an unnerving dilemma – is answered by 
Kvale in a way worthy of Delphi oracle – ‘Interview as many subjects as necessary to 
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find out what you need to know’214. Few in-depth interviews can just as well provide 
the necessary amount of information as a large sample that necessarily needs to be 
approached in a more superficial manner. The topic was in fact excellent for 
qualitative interviews – personal, but not intimate.  
 Gathering the sample of interview subjects presented no great difficulties – 
originally the plan was to interview ten people, but the final result was eight 
interviews, which was absolutely sufficient. Half of the interviewees had been 
working at RUC since the 1970s and the other half for approximately three years 
(Ph.D. students).  
 
Students 
 
“Jeg bilder mig ind at jeg stadigvæk har mindre distance til mine studerende end mine lærere 
på universitetet da jeg læste.”  
(Male academic, born 1948) 
 Should the university be for the students or vice versa? The opinions on this 
seem to vary both in literature and among the interviewees. Most of them like 
teaching, but this liking is by no means unconditional. Students – the joy and grief of 
seemingly pretty much all university staff – also occupied a rather large place in the 
interviewees' minds, whether it was in form of worrying about less contact between 
students and university teachers, students-turned-customers attitude, students as 
possibility for social interaction or students as spoiled brats.  
 The idea of unity or at least close connection between teaching and research 
was prevalent and according to some also increasing.  
”Jeg tror man vil i højere og højere grad vælge at ansatte én som finder det naturligt at gøre 
begge dele og ikke synes at det er et stort problem, fordi der har jo siddet en kæmpe gruppe 
mennesker som så har tænkt at de var sandeligt for fine til at undervise eller en kæmpe 
gruppe mennesker som har syntes at undervisning, det er det, det er vigtigt, glem forskning og 
international publicering.” (Female academic, born 1972) 
 Teaching without research was said to be technically possible, but a useless 
repetition that conveys hardly any satisfaction or benefit to either parties involved – 
the students or the lecturer.  
”Undervisning på universiteterne som ikke er forskningsbaseret, synes jeg er fuldstændig 
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vanvittigt. Det betyder at de studerende får en eller anden gammel og upassende viden, og det 
synes jeg altså ikke er i orden.” (Female academic, born 1972) 
”It is an advantage if you spend more time researching, doing research in your related area 
will make your teaching much better, but it is possible to teach without doing any research.” 
(Female academic, born 1970) 
 Knowing one's field of study and being able to direct students to material 
that could be of use to their studies were considered essential for good teaching.  
”Det har nu været længe siden jeg har undervist, men jeg glæder mig enormt meget til at 
komme tilbage og lave forskningsbaseret undervisning, fordi det handler jo også om at gøre 
nogle ting lettere for de studerende. Så man kan være sikker på at ens studerende ikke sidder 
og bruger noget lille irrelevant tekst fra et hjørne af et felt hvor den i virkeligheden burde 
have haft en diskussion på tværs af alt muligt og forholdt det til noget herovre osv.” (Female 
academic, born 1972) 
 The idea of education as Bildung, experienced according to literature its 
collapse during the end of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th century, mainly due to 
the great influx of students – the numbers of university students five-doubled within 
50 years – and the different mindset of the newcomers, who preferred study with an 
aim to a later profession to study for purpose of self-cultivation only. The original 
Bildung-idea pictured professors and students working together in the pursuit of 
knowledge. The key to the problem of the collapse of this vision might be the literal 
interpretation of it – the involved parties have to pursue knowledge while being 
physically together in the same room at the same time - otherwise it would be 
impossible for the professor to recreate the experience of discovering new knowledge 
for his students. The present interpretation of unity of research and teaching seems to 
be somewhat more flexible, a mixture of Bildung idea and the medieval (or general) 
vision of passing on knowledge – a researcher often starts out his or her career with 
teaching, due to the youthful enthusiasm for sharing one's knowledge, then at one 
point new questions and desire for going more in depth with the subject kick in, 
making the researcher to retreat for a while concentrating solely on study. 
”Jeg begyndte at undervise før jeg begyndte at forske og det var da fint og sjovt. Det var 
meget præget af mit engagement og det kan man komme rigtig rigtig langt med, men jeg 
havde jo ikke et begreb om hvor man kunne finde de tekster der var gode og jeg havde faktisk 
ikke et overblik som man kunne tilføje for rigtig at lave en ordentlig undervisning.” (Female 
academic, born 1972) 
“What RUC has really been known for is the treatment of students. And maybe students take a 
first place over research. And this, I experience, is more frustrating for the teachers, because 
they, especially in their higher years, want to concentrate on their research, so I know that 
many of the employees are not very faithful to this RUC-thing. It’s much more when you get 
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someone energetic, just entering the system – I actually never look at how much time I use 
with the students, but look at me in ten years, I will be counting hours to get more research 
done.” (Male academic, born 1976) 
 Interaction with students can be as necessary for the teachers to get input and 
social contact as it is for the students to learn new things. It is also more a matter of 
quality instead of quantity. 
“I think you gain a lot by teaching, because you get in contact with other people.” (Female 
academic, born 1970) 
”Det kan godt være at man ikke underviser så meget men man underviser i noget man 
brænder for og udfordrer sine studerende og de holder én frisk og fortæller én sjove 
røverhistorier og giver én sindssygt meget input.” (Female academic, born 1972) 
 Teaching and close contact with the students as well as the feeling of 
‘belonging’ are also perceived as a ‘RUC-thing’ and seen as a specific trait of RUC. 
“Jeg har engang haft en vikariat i Tyskland for et år, det var i Düsseldorf, og mine kollegaer 
dengang sagde at de egentlig var ret glade at jeg tog tilbage til Danmark, fordi de syntes at 
jeg gjorde det vanskeligere for dem at have at gøre med de studerende. At jeg tog mig alt for 
meget af de studerende, og så ville de forvente det samme af dem. Det tog jeg altså som et 
kompliment, som et ros til RUC, fordi det var ikke nok mig personligt, men den måde jeg var 
vant til at omgås med de studerende her på RUC.” (Male academic, born 1948) 
”Jeg bilder mig ind at jeg stadigvæk har mindre distance til mine studerende end mine lærere 
på universitetet da jeg læste. Altså jeg var også meget ung da jeg startede på RUC og følte 
selv at jeg ikke var så langt væk fra selv at være studerende. De var nogle andre man skulle 
arbejde med, man lyttede til hinanden og jeg tror ikke vi brugte vores autoritet så meget, eller 
det gjorde vi efterhånden men med lidt dårlig samvittighed. Men det hele var meget 
dialogpræget, det var RUC.” (Male academic, born 1948) 
“RUC was much more open, the feeling of group dynamics, the group examination, the 
feeling of belonging to a larger whole, it’s not there any more. Well, it’s there, but it’s not as 
decisive as it was. I did not feel myself as belonging to a larger whole as a student of 
University of Copenhagen, but I didn’t need it, it was not my premises for going to this 
institution to study. So, as far as branding an institution goes, this is not something that 
University of Copenhagen does, they will not give you the illusion that you will be a part of a 
larger whole, but this is one of the things RUC is very deliberately branding.” (Male 
academic, born 1976) 
 As already mentioned, teaching is considered to be a well-liked activity. 
However, there is a vital precondition – the students have to be motivated, eager to 
learn, and not solely fixated on their eventual grades or professional future.  
“Jeg har nogle rigtig rigtig gode studerende som er her for at fordybe sig og blive klogere 
mens de stadigvæk er her. Jeg underviste både i CBS og her og forskellen er kæmpestor, fordi 
du kan dårligt sige ’globalisering’ eller ’diskursanalyse’ uden at der er en som rækker hånden 
op og siger ’undskyld, hvad skal jeg bruge det til når jeg sidder og er leder i en 
kommunikationsafdeling i en virksomhed?’. Sådan nogle spørgsmål får man faktisk aldrig på 
RUC, det er sådan nogle indholdsting man meget bedre kan finde genklang her.” (Female 
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academic, born 1972) 
”Jeg synes at det er nogle gange rigtig rigtig sjovt, rigtig inspirerende og rigtig dejligt, altså 
jeg kan skidegodt lide de studerende som er interesseret i det de selv laver, og så lige meget 
hvad de laver, sådan set de bare er interesserede i det og at se hvor meget nogle kan lære på 
kort tid, det er jo enormt inspirerende og dejligt.” (Female academic, born 1953) 
”Der kommer jo heldigvis stadigvæk nogle som ikke fra day one ved hvad det er de skal være 
når de er færdige, men som tror at de kommer på universitetet fordi de skal blive klogere på 
sig selv og verden.” (Female academic, born 1953) 
 However, students that are simply ’expecting to get an education’ are not the 
favourite audience of the teachers. The increasing view of universities as institutions 
providing a service for the student-customer is seen as deeply problematic at 
threatening to the idea of university per se as well as the underlying principles of 
RUC as a ‘different’ university.  
”Jeg forventer at de studerende selv styrer deres studium og selv tager ansvar for deres 
studium. Den negative side man nogle gange oplever er at man efterlyser lærerstyringen, eller 
det jeg kalder consumerism, det er jo at ’jeg vil gerne have serveret en tjenesteydelse, en vare 
eller en fag’ i stedet for at sige ’jeg vil gerne finde ud af hvordan ting hænger sammen og det 
skal jeg nok finde ud af, jeg vil bare gerne have hjælp fra folk der har forstand på noget eller 
som har en faglighed’.” (Male academic, born 1946) 
”Studerende kommer jo også i højere grad og møder dig som lærer ved at sige, jamen nu skal 
jeg starte på den her semester og jeg står ved A, jeg skal hen til B. Hvordan kommer jeg 
hurtigst fra A til B og får den højeste karakter? Men det er jo sådan Helge Sander gerne vil 
have at de skal tænke – at det skal gå så hurtigt som muligt og at de skal få så høj en karakter 
som muligt. Om de har lært noget de selv synes er interessant, det er jo ligegyldigt.” (Female 
academic, born 1953) 
”Den ’fra-tanke-til-faktura’ tænkegang gør jo at universiteterne bliver et helt andet sted end 
de har været før. Studerende begynder at tænke på sig selv som brugere og som om de 
kommer ind i en forretning også skal de købe et produkt og det skal være nemt og hurtigt og 
billigt og så skal de ud af den anden ende. Hele den tænkning gennemsyrer jo universitetet og 
skubber fokus væk fra indholdet og dens relevans.” (Female academic, born 1953) 
”Men jeg synes, at det er svært og uinspirerende hvis de studerende bliver alt for formet af 
den kunde-klientgørelse og har et alt for instrumentalt forhold til det de skal lave, altså sidder 
med armene over kors og venter på at de får en uddannelse, som om en uddannelse var noget 
man fik, hvis man bare sad der længe nok og stillede krav til læreren om hvad synes du vi skal 
lære og hvordan skal vi så gøre det nemmest. Det er sgu ikke meget sjovt.” (Female 
academic, born 1953) 
 Students are not what they used to be and there were several opinions about 
why it is so – first and foremost, that the university as an institution had become a 
mass institution. It simply has to deal with a much more diversified group of students 
than earlier.  
”Man kan godt mærke at der er bredere optag og flere studerende, der er også en større 
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spænd mellem de meget motiverede og de mindre motiverede. Det er blevet en mere 
differentieret studentermasse på godt og ondt.” (Female academic, born 1971) 
”Masseuniversitetet er kommet på alle universiteter og jeg synes at det er godt med 
masseuniversiteter, jeg synes det er godt at mange får en uddannelse.” (Female academic, 
born 1971) 
 The second reason was thought to be a generational difference – as the 
current students have not fought for the values RUC was based upon, they cannot 
understand these values the same way. However, it was often elaborated that the 
statement does not apply for all students. 
”De studerende nu er jo anderledes, de har jo ikke kæmpet for den relative frihed i deres 
uddannelsesforløb som altså den første generation opfattede som tilkæmpelse og 
selvbestemmelse. Nu hører vi de studerende i højere grad sige at selvfølgelig må man da selv 
bestemme, men kan vi nu ikke få at vide af lærerne hvad det er det er vigtigt...” (Male 
academic, born 1946) 
”De studerende har også ændret sig. En større del af de studerende efterspørger at det er 
lærerne der skal sige, jamen kom med nogle projektforslag, giv os nogle ideer om hvad vi skal 
studere osv, men nu er jeg for første gang i 20 år i basisuddannelsen og jeg kan se at der er 
en ligeså stor gruppe der holder fast i at de selv skal bestemme. Og det kan man mene er alle 
mulige problemer i, det er der også, fordi så bestemmer de at de vil noget som lærerne ikke er 
verdensmestre i og så udnytter vi ikke lærernes spidskompetencer osv, men jeg synes alligevel 
det er utrolig vigtigt.” (Female academic, born 1953) 
 The third reason was plain and simple – there are considerably more 
students to be supervised and taught within the same amount of time available.  
”En ting, vi har ikke nær så meget tid til de studerende. Da jeg startede her og vejledte en 
gruppe, så betød det at hvis jeg havde en gruppe at vejlede, mødtes vi fx tirsdag formiddag og 
det vil sige, vi sidder sammen fra 9 til 12 og snakker. Efterhånden blev det så reduceret først 
til to timer om ugen og nu er det snarere en time om ugen, og hvis gruppen aflyser det så er 
man ikke ked af det.” (Male academic, born 1948) 
”Hvis jeg har hundrede studerende til grundkursus, de skal alle skrive en opgave, den skal 
bedømmes og nu skal jeg oven i købet give en karakter, altså selve undervisningen tager så 
meget tid at den enkelte studerende ikke får nær så meget tid af sin lærer som bare for 30 år 
siden. Der har RUC virkelig forandret sig meget. For den grund kan jeg godt lide at være 
huskoordinator her på basis, fordi jeg på den måde får lidt kontakt med de enkelte 
studerende.” (Male academic, born 1948) 
 More students and less time for supervising also tends to contribute to the 
confusion of the students, who when in doubt about what to do and how to do it, 
cannot even be sure to get a thorough answer before the supervisor needs to dash off 
somewhere else. This, however, together with demands from the Ministry of Science, 
is influencing the very basic principles of RUC pedagogy – courses are slowly 
gaining ground from the main RUC feature – group work.  
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”I uddannelsesområdet har vi fået nogle meget meget kraftige tilbageslag, hvorved 
forelæsninger pludselig er blevet den dominerende undervisningsform og gruppearbejdet er 
sådan en slags supplement. Det der synes jeg er fuldstændig horribelt.” (Male academic, 
born 1942) 
”Vi skulle arbejde med nye undervisningsformer, nemlig gruppearbejde som var ’bygget ind’ 
til de studerende. Ingen forelæsninger, tak, det var simpelthen det allervigtigste, det at komme 
af med forelæsninger, fordi det var et uegnet undervisningsform som man ikke kan lære noget 
af. Man lærer derimod med at arbejde selv, så det skulle være universitet uden forelæsninger 
men med gruppearbejde som basal undervisningsform. Selvstændig arbejde med ting, det var 
helt centralt.” (Male academic, born 1942) 
”I bund og grund mener jeg altså stadigvæk at de studerendes egen erkendelsesinteresse skal 
drive værket. Du er altså mere motiveret at blive klog på noget som du selv synes er 
interessant og ved selv at formulere på hvilken måde du synes det er interessant. På en måde 
mener jeg at RUC har ret og har haft ret hele tiden, altså at det skal være de studerendes 
erkendelsesinteresse, det de brænder for, det det appellerer til dem af problemer man skal løse 
samfundsmæssigt eller eksistentielt eller personligt eller hvad det nu skal være.” (Female 
academic, born 1953) 
”Vi ville ikke uddanne de studerende at sidde og høre på forelæsninger, eller heller ikke på 
videooptagede forelæsninger, vi ville uddanne de studerende til at tænke selv, planlægge selv, 
træffe egne beslutninger.” (Male academic, born 1942) 
”Jeg kan slet ikke rigtig huske lærerne, jeg tror at de spillede an meget lille rolle på det 
tidspunkt og utroligt meget af det der foregik var studenterorganiseret og der var jo rigtig 
spændende, men det tog fandeme også lang tid.” (Female academic, born 1953) 
”Det har fra starten været RUCs brand, og hvis RUC skal være noget i forhold til de andre 
universiteter, så skal det være det at man har den åbenhed overfor og plads til at de 
studerende kan formulere hvad det er de gerne vil være kloge på og at det er lærernes opgave 
at hjælpe de studerende med at svare på de spørgsmål de stiller.” (Female academic, born 
1953) 
“Der er kommet lærere udefra der synes at forelæsningsformen er den eneste rigtige – og den 
er billig i virkeligheden, sammenlignet med fx vejledning af gruppearbejdet. Der er også 
kommet et økonomisk pres som har fået ting til at ændre sig.” (Male academic, born 1942) 
 Group work is still considered the core of RUC pedagogy, but it is 
acknowledged that it is not always peaches and cream.  
”Jeg tror inderligt på projektarbejdsformen, jeg tror virkelig at det er den måde man lærer 
på.” (Female academic, born 1971) 
”Jeg har aldrig nogensinde i mit liv lært så meget så hurtigt som da jeg kom på RUC, fordi 
jeg lærte af mig selv og også af de andre som jeg var i gruppe med. Det var så intenst og jeg 
syntes at gruppearbejdet var enormt givende – og brutalt og hårdt og alt muligt, meget mere 
end i dag.” (Female academic, born 1953) 
”Gruppearbejdet er skidegodt når det fungerer. Når det ikke fungerer, så er det også noget 
lort. Men jeg ved ikke om det er dårligere end at sidde og kede sig til et kursus.” (Female 
academic, born 1953) 
 However, the concept of problem orientation is not easy to grasp for the 
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students, and takes time to sink in.  
”Vi skal vende tilbage til principperne – og spørge os og gøre det klart til de studerende, hvad 
er et projekt, hvad betyder det at arbejde problemorienteret, hvilken faglighed vil man 
udvikle.” (Female academic, born 1971) 
”Hvis man er en ny studerende, så det med problemorienteret projektarbejde, det er sådan 
lidt tomt, altså man tænker på det mere som en form end noget der gør noget.” (Female 
academic, born 1972) 
 The basic studies have developed into a sore point of the system that works 
excellent in some ways, but fails badly in others. The dilemma it presents is indeed 
difficult – breadth or depth?  
”Basis som der er nu, er blevet ufagligt, synes jeg, i den hellige navn, at der skal være mange 
fag. Vi skulle arbejde på at opretholde en faglighed.” (Female academic, born 1971) 
”Jeg synes at der er lidt for frit projektvalg på basis, det skulle nok være lidt mere styret, 
indenfor nogle rammer, fordi ellers sidder vi dér som glade amatører og vejleder de 
studerende i noget vi ikke aner en skid om. Men generalt synes jeg at det er smaddergodt at 
man kan vælge selv, så det skal ikke være styret.” (Female academic, born 1971) 
”Selve grundtanken bliver jo ved og bliver grundlagt stadigvæk rimeligt godt på basis. Det 
der ikke fungerer på basisuddannelserne, efter min opfattelse er den faglige udfordring. Ideen 
at man skulle udsatte sit præcise studievalg var allerede meget tidligt et problem.” (Male 
academic, born 1942) 
”Diskussionen on et eller to-års basis går ad helvede lang tid tilbage, men det er jo blevet en 
del af RUCs brand, som er svær at slippe af med, fordi man ikke vil lave det skift og sige at 
det var ikke basisuddannelserne som sådan der var de vigtige, det vigtige var faktisk 
arbejdsformen og tværfagligheden og måden at organisere studie på – gruppeorganiseret 
selvstudie under vejledning.” (Male academic, born 1942) 
 So, is RUC still ‘alternative’ and ‘different’ or has it been so mainstreamed 
that it cannot be told apart from the other universities in Denmark? In some ways it 
seems to have become a regular university, but on the other hand not really. It still has 
something special, something the others don’t have. Nevertheless, the interviewees 
almost unanimously agree that RUC is no more what it once was. 
“I think that Roskilde is like any other world university and it should be proud of that.” 
(Female academic, born 1970) 
”Det var meget anderledes, men altså da jeg kom på RUC i 1974, da var RUC jo en livsform, 
vil jeg nærmere sige end et studium. Det var en studium som var en livsform, hvor man var 
her altid og der var husmøder altid og alting blev diskuteret til husmøder.” (Female 
academic, born 1953) 
”Jeg tror RUC ligner alle andre universiteter, selvom det altså stadigvæk er noget for sig og 
noget som er anderledes, så ligner det i dag mere de andre, som vi plejer at sige, de 
traditionelle universiteter.” (Male academic, born 1948) 
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”Tidligere var der nogle fordomme om at man ikke kunne en skid hvis man kom fra RUC, men 
nu har man indset at vi kan faktisk noget. Vi var noget andet og vi kunne det der med 
projektarbejde og med at arbejde sammen og man kunne blive meget klogere af at arbejde 
sammen. Nu skal man ikke retfærdiggøre mere at man er Ph.D. og kandidat fra RUC.” 
(Female academic, born 1971) 
”There is a difference between classical universities and RUC, but it was even bigger in the 
beginning, when the hippie-generation took it to themselves to change the dusty ways of 
teaching and learning. RUC is approaching the classical university now because of the 
university law and because the old way often doesn’t work.” (Male academic, born 1976) 
”På den symbolske plan, brandingen er det stadigvæk sådan at man kan præsentere sig som 
lærer på RUC eller som studerende på RUC og så ved alle noget, har en fornemmelse af, 
hvad RUC er. Så det eksisterer stadigvæk som brand. Men følelsen omkring det, holdningerne 
og forestillingerne er blevet mere blandet. Men vi skal prøve på at undgå den del af brandet 
det hedder at RUC er en mægtig interessant ting fra 1970erne, men nu er det jo forældet og 
kulturelt knyttet til hønsestrik, 1968 og sådan noget.” (Male academic, born 1946) 
”Studerende vælger RUC, fordi det er noget særligt og noget anderledes, ikke fordi den ligger 
lige her vest fra København eller fordi man har hørt at den giver skidegode jobs.” (Male 
academic, born 1946) 
”RUC er kommet til at ligne andre universiteter mere og de andre universiteter er kommet til 
at ligne RUC mere. Altså en dobbeltbevægelse.” (Male academic, born 1946) 
”Hele den spørgsmål om at RUC skal ligne de andre universiteter, om at man skal have 
kurser og kurserne skal fylde en halvdel af modulerne osv, det synes jeg er synd og trist. Altså 
personligt kan jeg ikke huske at jeg nogensinde har lært noget af at gå til kurser, ikke rigtigt.” 
(Female academic, born 1953) 
”Der er kommet en tendens til normalisering og standardisering, at man meget gerne vil være 
ligesom de andre universiteter og have akademisk status på lige fod med dem i stedet for at 
være et velfungerende sted som uddanner folk der fungerer godt udenfor universitetet, når de 
er færdige og det har vi jo formået.” (Male academic, born 1942) 
“I don’t think that the Ministry of Science is allowing RUC to develop as it wanted to and this 
has been happening for the last five years or so. So RUC is not the RUC it was in terms of 
branding for instance. It’s going to be harder to brand RUC as what it was, because it’s not 
what it was.” (Male academic, born 1976) 
 
Profession  
“Man kan jo ikke skille specialisten og borgeren ad.”  
(Male academic, born 1942) 
 As one interviewee repeatedly stressed – in case of RUC it is impossible to 
differentiate between a university and a profession-oriented institution of higher 
education, as RUC has been profession-oriented since its very establishment. As a 
self-proclaimed mass university, it does not educate citizens per se, it educates 
citizens that are going to work in the society and for the society after they have 
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finished their university studies. However, it does not teach a certain set of practical 
skills that can be used in a limited range of professions, but sees education more as an 
attitude to life and learning, characterized by motivation, curiosity and critical view. 
Studying is not expected to be a finite process that ends the day the student receives 
his or her diploma, but a continuous development and mental attitude to be preserved 
throughout one's life.  
”De traditionelle universiteter opretholder faktisk jo en ideologi om at det der man skal på 
universitetet for, det er at udvikle sindet ikke for nogens skyld i høj grad, hvis det er 
overhovedet noget så er det for forskningens eller fagets skyld. Men universiteterne har jo 
altid haft en samfundsmæssig rolle – juristerne er jo uddannet til at komme ud og lave 
advokatarbejdet osv. Så der har hele tiden været en række professionsfunktioner som 
universitetet i realiteten har udfyldt.” (Male academic, born 1942) 
”Der er da helt klart at vi uddanner akademiske specialister indenfor en forudbestemt 
fagområde, men vi prøver at uddanne dem på sådan en måde at de for det første ikke har 
skyklapper på af deres fag, men har en fornemmelse af hvad de andre fag var og også hvad 
det kan for en rolle de skulle spille som specialister i samfundet og hvordan det hang sammen 
med i en samspil med dem selv som borgere.” (Male academic, born 1942) 
 Why was RUC built on the profession-oriented principles? Exactly because 
the ‘traditional’ universities educated citizens, but did not take into account that most 
of these citizens had to earn their wages later.  
”Jeg var rigtig glad for alle de fornyelser, fordi jeg syntes at det var fuldstændig 
utilfredsstillende på KU. Altså da jeg startede nogle år før, jeg var lige nyuddannet på det 
tidspunkt, så stod en professor op og sagde at 80% af jer som er her vil blive gymnasielærere 
– og det havde ingensomhelst konsekvenser for uddannelsen! Så når man var færdig med at 
være akademiker, så kunne man begynde at tænke på, værsgo, nu vil jeg være gymnasielærer. 
Hvis man havde den holdning som vi havde, at fagene skulle medtænke samfundsmæssige 
funktion, så skulle man også tage initiativ at det var en professionsuddannelse, hvor det at 
tænke pædagogisk var med.” (Male academic, born 1942) 
”Man kan jo ikke skille specialisten og borgeren ad. Man må se sådan samlet på det, og det 
betyder også at man må forstå sin egen rolle ved også at se den i et borgerperspektiv. Vi 
uddannede ikke generelle borgere, vi uddannede akademikere som skulle arbejde 
professionelt.” (Male academic, born 1942) 
“University is a middle station in life really and then you get off and start performing.” (Male 
academic, born 1976) 
 RUC seems to have fulfilled this aim – its graduates are popular on the job 
market and their skills seem to be highly valued. 
”The business life likes students from RUC, they are good at working together, they are good 
at decoding some things that are very, very actual, because they’ve tried this before.” (Male 
academic, born 1976) 
”RUC har et fantastisk godt ry for at de kandidater der kommer ud meget hurtigt kommer til 
at fungere i praksis og derfor også har en høj ansættelsesniveau.” (Male academic, born 
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1942) 
 The employees, however, have different opinions about whether education 
that is aimed for a profession is necessarily a good thing, as according to some the 
competency-oriented education is almost diametrically opposed to education that 
provides the student with an ability of critical reflection. 
”Vi skal have en eller anden form af faglighed, fordi vi skal også have en profession som fx 
gymnasielærer.” (Female academic, born 1971) 
”Universiteter skal indrette sig til ikke at producere nogle kandidater som hopper ud og 
finder ud at de ikke kan bruge deres kunnen til noget.” (Female academic, born 1971) 
“Det er noget helt andet at lave et universitet der skal give kompetencer, fordi de senere skal 
instrumental kunne bestride nogle jobs. Når man skal give de studerende viden, kritisk 
indsigt, reflektion osv som de bagefter kan bruge i nogle jobs hvor de så finder ud af hvordan 
man så gør de der jobs. Altså da jeg var færdig og kom i pædagogikum på gymnasiet, så 
anede jeg overhovedet ikke noget om hvordan man skulle undervise i gymnasiet. Men det 
måtte jeg så finde ud af.” (Female academic, born 1953) 
”Professionerne kom i anden ende, det var ikke professionen der kom først, det var indholdet 
og viden og det er jo helt vendt om. Nu er det kompetencerne og professionen der er hunden 
og så er der sådan en lille hale på der hedder fagligt indhold.” (Female academic, born 
1953) 
 
Relevance 
 
“Der var nogle der betalte for at man gik på universitetet og derfor skulle man sørge for at 
det man studerede også havde relevans for andre end én selv og ens nærmeste familie.” 
(Female academic, born 1953) 
 
 In the 1970s, when RUC was established, scientific traditions were heavily 
debated. Students demanded answers why certain things were studied and certain 
methods were used instead of others and the teachers could no more simply rest on 
their authority position and justify the choice with their professional competence. The 
young teachers starting at RUC seem to have been more than willing to reason for the 
societal relevance of their chosen study topics215. In many ways the question of 
relevance can be reduced to the question of who pays for the education. If the studies 
are self-financed, the question of whether one’s studies are relevant to anyone else is 
more of a matter of altruism. If the education is state-financed, the question of who 
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should benefit from the studies becomes much more pressing, as the state expects a 
return of some sort from its initial investment. At RUC, the question of societal 
relevance of one’s studies seems to have become almost self-evident in time – both 
the students and the academic staff seem to prefer to study ‘real’ phenomena.  
“RUC er sådan en sjov blanding fordi der er stadigvæk sådan en ideal omkring, en 
halvfjerdserideal fra helt tilbage i tiden,at man går her fordi man gerne vil bruge  sin viden til 
at ændre på nogle ting i samfundet.” (Female academic, born 1972) 
”Lige nu kan jeg faktisk ikke komme i tanke om projekter som ikke har været drevet af en eller 
anden form af samfundsengagement eller problemhåndtering.” (Female academic, born 
1972) 
”RUC er en produkt af sin tid, hvis værdier er blevet udbredt til andre steder med tiden. Det 
gode ved RUC er, at man tænker meget over relevans, man reflekterer meget over det man 
laver.” (Female academic, born 1971) 
 For some employees, the question of relevance was deeply bound to the 
concept of an intellectual in general.  
”De studerende skal være selvansvarlige for deres studium, også at de er intellektuelle sådan 
i vis forstand en måske lidt gammeldags måde, altså at man er ansvarlig for verden fordi man 
ved noget. Hvis man har den mulighed at blive klog, at studere, at vide noget, så får man også 
et ansvar for at bruge det til noget at forholde sig til verden omkring sig, altså sociale forhold 
i vores umiddelbare omverden eller verdens tilstand i det hele taget, environment i forhold til 
u-landene og whatever som jeg mener er studerendes ansvar som nogle der ved noget. Hvis 
de studerende orienterer sig som consumers og vil bare gerne kunne have en god vare, fordi 
’universiteter de skal give mig et fedt job, så jeg kan leve lykkeligt bagefter’, så er de i mine 
øjne ikke intellektuelle, altså det der begreb ’intellektuel’ indebærer én som har en 
ansvarsmulighed og også først og fremmest et ansvar for sig selv.” (Male academic, born 
1946) 
 For some, the fact that universities conduct research that is relevant for the 
surrounding society is perceived as an important condition for their existence as 
institutions.  
”Det er det som universiteter altid har handlet om nemlig at man skulle erkende noget, at 
man skulle arbejde med noget man syntes var sinddsygt vigtigt, som optog én  personligt og 
som man også syntes havde betydning for samfund på en eller anden måde, for en samfund 
man var en del af, og det var det, det drev det, altså at udvide sit indre intellektuelle rum, at 
udvide sin kapacitet, at blive klogere på noget.” (Female academic, born 1953) 
 
 Compared to other Danish universities, relevance-thinking was seen as an 
integral part of RUC identity, one feels almost tempted to express it as ‘at least we do 
something useful.”.  
”Jeg synes altså der er meget meget selvreferentiel forskning iblandt dem jeg kender på KU, 
hvor man sidder og piller i et musikalsk værk og siger et eller andet om hvordan toneartet nu 
lyder. Ikke at jeg siger at det ikke er vigtigt men hele studiestrukturen og bagstrukturen på 
RUC er lagt op til at vi skal være problemløsende og beskæftige os med nogle ting som får en 
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eller anden relevans for samfundet.” (Female academic, born 1972) 
 
”Det er da klart at vi byggede ind i ideen af projektarbejdsformen at når de studerende tog 
projekter op så skulle de jo ikke være esoteriske og så må man sige specialiseringsproblemer 
hvordan man udvikler en matematisk formel på en eller anden måde, men at de projekter de 
tog op var forankrede i hvad det var relevant og aktuelt udenfor universitetet.” (Male 
academic, born 1942) 
 
 The idea that one’s studies were not only the students’ own concern, but 
something that rest of the society should benefit from as well, dates back to the very 
beginning years of RUC.  
”Man skulle som studerende udøve fagkritik, tage fagets indhold og fagets metoder op til 
revision og stille sig kritisk i forhold til det plus hele tiden føre den her diskussion om hvilken 
relevans havde det. Det var jo helt grundlæggende ved RUC på det tidspunkt at 
relevansdiskussionen kørte hele tiden. Der var nogen der betalte for at man gik på 
universitetet og derfor skulle man sørge for at det man studerede også havde relevans for 
andre en én selv og ens nærmeste familie eventuelt.” (Female academic, born 1953) 
”Man studerede sådan set ikke bare for sin egen skyld, men man studerede også som et led i 
et politisk projekt og derfor så skulle man også hele tiden kunne argumentere for hvad man 
skulle lave projekter om, med hvilken tilgang, med hvilke metoder, med hvilken litteratur osv 
osv. Og jeg tror at det havde meget at gøre med det at vi lærte så meget fordi der ikke var 
noget som blev taget for givet.” (Female academic, born 1953) 
”Stort set alle fag som har udviklet sig på RUC, har udviklet sig til fag som tænkte at hvad 
skal de lige bruges til i praksis og hvordan forbereder vi de studerende den rolle man kan 
blive.” (Male academic, born 1942) 
”Det prøvede vi at præge dem med – det at de skulle tænke, hvadfornoget type problemer man 
har og hvilke bidrag kan en akademisk medarbejder give til en forståelse af den problem og 
ikke bare forståelsen af det, men også ligefrem løsningen eller en videreudvikling – den 
tænkning var en del af vores pædagogik.” (Male academic, born 1942) 
 
Research 
 
“Jeg har en forestilling om at universitetet er et sted hvor der gives mulighed for faglighed, 
som er måske underligt, sådan lidt 'hvad skal vi bruge det til' agtigt.” 
 (Female academic, born 1971) 
 
 Should one specialize on a narrow subject and get to know all there is to 
know about it, or should one rather get a broad but necessarily superficial overview of 
the available knowledge in the whole particular field of science? RUC was planned to 
be a compromise. In a sense it was simply a modification of the old system, where the 
student began his studies in artes faculty or had to pass 'filosofikum'. As it has 
become impossible for one person to possess an overview over the whole field of 
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sciences, the scope was simply narrowed down to a somewhat graspable extent. The 
later political developments have been steering towards more result measurements 
and more performance demands and this has seemingly come as a bit of a shock for 
RUC.  
”Jeg synes at forskningsmæssigt, måske også undervisningsmæssigt var her lidt mere søvnigt 
før og måske var universitetet også forholdsvis skærmet  for de der performance-krav. Det lå 
bare ikke i det. Jeg tror at der var noget friere rammer som gjorde at man på den ene side 
følte sig bedre tilpas, på den anden side ikke præsterede alt for meget.” (Female academic, 
born 1972) 
“Steder som CBS, fordi de har været så New Public Management-agtige, har været tvunget 
ud i at stille krav om publicering og målbarhedsting. Det er jo noget nyt for os her. Jeg tror at 
det her var supergodt at vi blev sådan tvunget ud af at ’sådan gør vi det her på RUC’ og ’vi 
kan noget andet end de andre’. Det har jo vist sig at alle de ting foregår på RUC, den 
internationale publicering og opslag i dagspressen osv, men vi har ikke været særlig gode til 
eller særlig bevidste om at vise det frem eller støtte den. Så sådan en ændring synes jeg, er  
vejen hen mod større professionalisering.” (Female academic, born 1972) 
 However, there are several points of criticism concerning the performance 
measurements – firstly how the procedures are implemented and secondly the fact that 
they are implemented at all.  
”Jeg tror ikke at der kommer noget godt ud af den der tornerosesøvn og den der bevidsthed 
om at RUC er noget særligt og ej hvor vi kan, og ej hvor er det noget særligt, det vi kan og 
sådan noget..., men der kommer heller ikke noget ud af at piske folk igennem de topstyrede 
performancekrav.” (Female academic, born 1972)  
“Der findes en fælles forsknings- eller aktivitetsdatabase, hvor man skal registrere alle sine 
aktiviteter og der er et markant fald fra 2007 til 2008 på hele RUC, meget af det er 
selvfølgelig ikke registreret endnu og noget af det fordi systemet er meget svært at finde rundt 
i og det er også fuldstændig urealistisk. Man kan registrere fællesaktiviteter, hvis det er en 
publikation, men man kan ikke registrere en fællesaktivitet, hvis det er fx at holde en oplæg på 
en konference eller at organisere en konference. Det kan man kun registrere som enkeltperson 
- som om der var nogen nogensinde der organiserer en konference alene... Altså, systemet er 
fuldstændig lavet af folk som åbenbart ikke aner hvad der foregår. For 30 år siden ville det 
være fuldstændig utænkeligt at nogen institutleder siger, I skal gå hen, vær så søde og 
registrere, fordi taxamatertilskud, alle mulige bevillinger, alt det bryder jo sammen hvis vi 
ikke gør...” (Male academic, born 1948) 
”Det der med at sige at vi går bare rundt på universiteterne og I bliver bare ved med at lave 
hvad I altid har lavet og så sidder de derude og måler på os, det passer ikke. Fordi det 
omformer os, lærerne, det omformer de studerende, det omformer vores fælles forståelse af 
hvad vi er sammen om, fordi vi bliver meget hurtigt omformet af at vi udmærket godt ved hvad 
det er som vi skal performe og så gør vi det.” (Female academic, born 1953) 
 For several, research is the very purpose for the existence of university, a 
refuge of knowledge and scholarship.  
”Mit ideal det handler meget om forskningsfrihed og at dyrke det der diskussioner og 
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kvalificere nye vidensbud, nye bud på problemer hele tiden, også selvom det ikke altid 
umiddelbart kan anvendes eller umiddelbart sælges.” (Female academic, born 1972) 
”På den måde synes jeg at universitetets rolle, den må være at forfølge den her mission at 
forske og uddanne på det højeste niveau og hele tiden stræbe efter nye erkendelser, fordi hvis 
du ikke gør det eller hvis du ikke har den lag som gør det, så er resten af samfundet jo tabt.” 
(Female academic, born 1972) 
”Som en fagperson har jeg jo en forestilling om at universitetet er et sted hvor der gives 
mulighed for faglighed som også kan være lidt underligt, sådan lidt ’hvad skal vi bruge det til’ 
agtigt.” (Female academic, born 1971) 
”Forskning skulle ikke kun følge et snævert brugsperspektiv. Universitetet er jo et sted, som 
en af det eneste steder i samfundet giver mulighed for faglig fordybelse, nysgerrighed og 
nyopdagelse.” (Female academic, born 1971) 
 
Resources 
 
“My ideal university would be one, where the students have all the resources”  
(Female academic, born 1970) 
 There are some practical matters in university life, which one mostly notices 
by their absence, for instance the benefit of having a pleasant working space. Some 
other practical matters can be felt very sharply, such as structural reforms and 
shortage of research money. RUC has been in the middle of (yet another) set of 
institute reforms during the last few years and this has not been a pleasant time for 
most.  
“Hele den her teamorganisatoriske omvæltninger, de har været så sindssygt tærende, altså 
meget af den tid der burde gå på at snakke forskning og snakke indhold og snakke 
undervisning, går på at være fortvivlet og ’hvad er det der foregår’ i ledelsen og hvilke 
konsekvenser den har hele vejen gennem systemet.” (Female academic, born 1972) 
“It’s been a mess and it’s not just RUC, it’s like this everywhere with the new study regulations 
and so on, it’s always a mess and I don’t think that it was particularly ugly here. But it still 
was ugly, so it takes time to adjust again. It is stress for everyone. This semester it’s been 
really nice, but a year before that it was kind of chaotic.” (Male academic, born 1976) 
 If work life is experienced as stressful, feelings like ’I wish it was already 
over’ and a certain envy for other institutions that seem to lead a considerably more 
peaceful existence, surface.  
”Der (på SDU) kan alt lade sig gøre og der er penge og hvis du har en god idé  så får man 
nogle penge at rejse for og når man skal lave om på tingene så er det sådan at NU må der ske 
noget nyt... Det er et utrolig positivt miljø at udvikle sig i og det er den her ikke i øjeblikket.” 
(Female academic, born 1972) 
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”Jeg glæder mig til at det falder lidt til ro med al den topstyring og folk kan få lov til at leve 
indenfor nogle nye rammer og måske med nogle nye mål.” (Female academic, born 1972) 
 The reforms have, of course, also brought some good things with them.  
”Del af processen har også været bottom-up, for eksempel med at lave forskningsgrupper, 
hvor folk har fundet sammen i nogle fællesskaber som ikke fandtes før, så jeg tror at det vil 
føre til et mere positivt kultur i forhold til idéudveksling og fælles projekter osv, det er den 
positive del af det.” (Female academic, born 1972) 
 The collegial relations at RUC seem to have remained good despite all the 
work-related stress, although some aspects the process of integrating newcomers 
could be improved.  
“Jeg har et rigtig godt forhold til mine kollegaer her, i den forstand at den er både rummelig 
og der er ikke så meget med albuer, altså man føler sig meget velkommen og godt tilpas.” 
(Female academic, born 1972) 
”I think that when a new Ph.D. student comes, even if he’s Danish, there should be some kind 
of introductoral class with the others, maybe an informal one, it doesn’t have to be anything 
formal, so that you know who’s going to work here. This is something our department here 
could learn from other departments - they were very active in trying to integrate their Ph.D. 
students. That way you don’t feel that lonely and know more or less what’s going on.” 
(Female academic, born 1970) 
“What I was hoping for here, you see the hierarchy in the University of Copenhagen, you feel 
it on your body when you walk through the halls there, very very few people with open doors 
and you have the ‘I can be met between 13 and 14 on Thursdays’ on the door. I immediately 
realized that there is more openness here. People actually look out of their offices when 
someone walks by and you don’t feel intimidated by knocking. You do that in the University of 
Copenhagen, I still do – not as a student, but as an employee. They are much more aware of 
the hierarchy. There’s much more inclusion here. The people are nicer, why is that I don’t 
know, it has maybe something to do with the spirit of the place, no doubt.” (Male academic, 
born 1976) 
 And at one point one starts to ask questions – why is it that there is so little 
money? Why do we have to compete on this level? 
“You really after a while see who is in this team and who is in this team and they’re all 
competing for the same little money. There are different research groups and there are 
different groups within the research groups, all betting for the same money. And this is 
because there is not enough money.” (Male academic, born 1976) 
“Why is it good for two universities to compete? Universities are different than Nokia, it’s a 
different corporation, if you like to call them corporations, their aim is not getting money, it’s 
about building a good enough education to get people out so they can start producing 
something for society.” (Male academic, born 1976) 
 An ideal university is also seen by some as one that has and provides all 
necessary resources, because that eliminates a lot of stress and competition, thereby 
creating a better work climate and also better work results.  
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“My ideal university would be one where the students have all the resources and where they 
can contact the teachers whenever they want. Also it should be a university where the 
teachers are paid well, so they don’t have to go out and do other research, so that they don’t 
have much time to concentrate on their work.” (Female academic, born 1970) 
”Det er jo ikke noget problem at undervise, hvis man har overskud, ligesom det ikke er et 
problem at publicere, hvis man har overskud.” (Female academic, born 1972) 
 If there were more resources, there would be ideas ready for what to use 
them for.  
”Det var en vanvittig god idé (campus med mobile arbejdspladser og hostel til udenlandske 
gæster osv) at kigge på hvordan man kan ændre hele fornemmelsen af at man tager ud på en 
pløjemark og du ved, man har bare travlt med at komme hjem, fordi det er helt 
angstprovokerende at være her i aften.” (Female academic, born 1972) 
 
Theory 
 
“RUC is an academic institution and in academia you have to have theoretical and 
methodological basis – otherwise it would be an art study.”  
(Male academic, born 1976) 
 RUC is – according to some intentionally – been since its establishment 
more practice- than theory-oriented. After all, it was expected to deal with concrete 
societal problems, which in an underhand way meant that theories were to come 
second. The only theory – so it seems by reading RUC’s history – that has ever been 
really popular in this place was Marxism. This ‘nice, but not really necessary’ attitude 
towards theories does not always find a good response among the academic 
employees.  
“One of my censors said: “They are very good in working together, but they don’t know what 
they’re talking about.” Students at Copenhagen University are not so good at working 
together, but they know what they’re talking about. They are much better at understanding 
theories and making theories practical. The RUC-students’ attitude towards theories is like 
‘why we have to do that, let’s do something practical’. ” (Male academic, born 1976) 
“RUC is an academic education and in academia you have to have theoretical and 
methodological basis, otherwise it would be an art study.” (Male academic, born 1976) 
“Theories will definitely help you shift the focus. Make theories practical – they are there to 
help you for the practical and analytical things. We see far too often that there is a theoretical 
chapter, but then the theories are not used in the analysis and the conclusion. This is what I 
tell my students all the time – if you have a theory and you don’t use it, take it out, then it’s 
just a decoration. I don’t need to know that you’ve actually read it, I need to know that you 
know how to use it and how you make the theory your own. This is something that is much 
more implemented in a classical university than it is here and that is because RUC is trying to 
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be between classical university and arts university, seminars, diplomas that give practical 
skills.” (Male academic, born 1976)  
“If you have a good theoretical basis in your head, you are much better at analyzing 
situations; if you have many theories in your head you are much better at bringing different 
perspectives to things. Theories make you more critical, but they make you more creative as 
well. This is something RUC doesn’t understand.” (Male academic, born 1976) 
 
Critique  
 
“Når RUC opfatter sig som et mere kritisk universitet end mange andre, så er det fordi der er 
en indbygget kulturel forestilling om at man skal holde den der kritiske holdninger i hævde.” 
(Male academic, born 1946) 
 A university is like in Humboldt’s times still expected to be a critical 
institution. Back then the university had the right and duty to criticize the intellectual 
matters – ‘only learned can judge the learned’, but during the 20th century, this right 
was also extended to societal and political matters in general. In a way, university 
should be the independent observer, keeping an eye on developments and having a say 
about it, whether it agrees with it or not.   
“In principle it [criticizing the political system] should be the role of every citizen, we should 
be able to speak out and say we don’t really agree with the system, but for sure university has 
a key role in that. It is not just universities, not just the teachers but also the students should 
be able to raise their voice, their head and try to criticize what’s not right and try to suggest 
ways of improving, correcting the situation.” (Female academic, born 1970) 
“Universitetet er en plads til fri tanke, men også den som er kritisk overfor magten, men også 
alt mellem himmel og jord. Men kritikken skal ikke formuleres på grundlag af ’hvad jeg 
synes’, men på baggrund af faglighed.” (Female academic, born 1971) 
“A university should be in a position to criticize, because they are an authority in itself and in 
many cases they should know more than the ordinary men and women.” (Female academic, 
born 1970) 
 As said, it is not only the universities’ right and privilege to be critical - it is 
also their duty, as without it the society could not survive.  
”In Iceland, they look at academia as being detached from reality and they don’t really use 
academia to analyze current debates and stuff like that, because academics ask difficult 
questions. There is financial crisis now, because no one asked those questions, because the 
media didn’t ask academics those questions or the academics weren’t hard enough to get into 
the media. Here the Danes are excellent of getting specialist view on things, so I think 
actually this works really well.” (Male academic, born 1976) 
“First and foremost, universities should be critical institutions that spit out people that are 
critical, because what happens in societies that are not critical is, well, they crumble. For 
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people are not allowed to be critical. It has also been happening here, because of 
neoliberalism. That was the mantra, everybody jumped on the wagon. And this is what the 
university should be fighting against, it should be introducing so many different views that 
people could choose for themselves and when the people get up, they will not stop thinking 
like that, but they’ll start trying to change what’s happening in the society. This is the idea of 
the whole thing, I would say and I don’t think it’s naïve. It’s just a must, because otherwise the 
society will crumble. That’s a big responsibility to have a good university.” (Male academic, 
born 1976) 
 Critical attitude is also encouraged within the institution – after all, where 
else would the students get the practice otherwise? 
“I remember telling my students, you have to be critical, don’t just agree with everything that 
I say, because they used to say ‘but it is written in the book’. I ask ‘why did you write that?’ – 
‘it was written in the book’. Then I had to say, people who write books are like you and I, you 
don’t have to take them as authorities. Ok, it is an authority, but it is ok to criticize them if you 
don’t agree.” (Female academic, born 1970) 
“Hvis man vil holde fast i den forestilling om det at kundskab giver magt, men det giver også 
ansvar, så kan man sige at universiteterne er også sådan en uafhængig og ansvarlig for at 
brede oplysninger og viden og kritik ud i verden og det gælder selvfølgelig både lærere og 
studerende.” (Male academic, born 1946) 
 For RUC, it is also a tradition – the spirit it has been established in.  
”Når RUC så opfatter sig som et mere kritisk universitet end mange andre, så er det jo fordi 
det er sådan indbygget kulturel forestilling om at man skal holde den der kritiske holdninger i 
hævde.” (Male academic, born 1946) 
 
Conclusion  
 
 So, how has a historical ‘classical’ university developed and what are its 
underlying ideas? What differentiates an ‘alternative university’ like RUC from a 
‘classical’ university? What do they have in common? What does an ‘alternative 
university’ brand include, that both defines it as a university and simultaneously as an 
alternative to it – exemplified by Roskilde University?  
 As one has seen by now, the classical university is a child of the 19th century 
German university reform, where the purpose of university was rethought into 
discovering and researching new knowledge instead of passing on the existing one. 
Education was also no more expected to simply provide professional skills for the 
student, but develop all sides of his personality. The embodiment of these ideas was 
the newly founded Humboldt University in Berlin, where the new ideas could be put 
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into practice. The initial idea was to combine research and Bildung in university 
education, however, along the way the idea of Bildung lost some of its importance and 
research became the main purpose of Humboldt University. The four main ‘pillars’ of 
the research university were unity of research and teaching, unity of science, primacy 
of basic research over applied research and freedom of teaching and learning.  
 These principles reached a crisis in the beginning of the 20th century, where 
the initially elite institution could not accommodate the many-doubling of its student 
numbers, successfully incorporate modern technology into the universities and was 
not able to curb its inbuilt tendency for forming strict professorial hierarchies. Many 
of the new students were also not too impressed by the ideas of university education 
being for the development of an all-rounded personality and wished instead to learn 
some skills that would enable them to fulfill a professional role after graduation.  
 The crumbling ideology of Humboldt University created during the first half 
of the 20th century a steady impression of universities as ivory towers that seclude 
themselves from the society and pay no interest to needs and problems of real life. 
The student protests of 1968 were mainly directed against this perceived stubborn and 
self-maintained ignorance of the universities concerning the processes that were 
currently taking place in the surrounding society. The 1960s and 1970s saw a similar 
many-doubling in the numbers of students wanting to obtain an academic education. 
To solve the capacity problems, numerous new universities were founded all over 
Europe.  
 One of these was Roskilde University that was established in 1972, and was 
initially founded to relieve the student burden of the University of Copenhagen that 
was filled far beyond its capacity. However, RUC was also planned as an educational 
experiment – namely its main method of study was supposed to be problem-oriented 
group work instead of lectures and its studies were intended to be interdisciplinary to 
the greatest extent possible. The studies at Roskilde University started with two years 
of basic studies, where the students had absolute freedom to write projects about 
whatever interested them. Teachers’ role was to be supervisors and consult and help 
the students whenever they asked for assistance.  
 Roskilde University was at its establishment a very young university as far 
as its staff was concerned, over half of its academic employees were under 35. Many 
of its employees – especially in Social Sciences – were supporters of Marxism, which 
earned the university a reputation of being ‘red’ and even somewhat revolutionary. 
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This guaranteed a conflict-filled relationship with the Danish government for several 
decades.  
 As opposed to the ‘ivory tower’ universities, the studies at Roskilde 
University were expected to have relevance for the surrounding society. The idea of 
relevance together with desire for interdisciplinarity suited very well with Marxist 
ideology – respectively as studies in the interests of the working class and a necessary 
precondition for conducting a total societal analysis. As far as societal relevance was 
concerned, RUC had also been profession-oriented from the very beginning, as its 
purpose had been intended to be schooling gymnasium teachers.  
 Based on its history, its proximity to University of Copenhagen – which did 
not enable RUC to define itself as a regional university – and its different basic work 
methods, Roskilde University has consciously defined itself as an ‘alternative’ 
university. ‘Alternative’ in this case should be interpreted as both an alternative to the 
University of Copenhagen and alternative to the classical university in principle. 
However, how alternative is it really? The underlying educational principles of RUC 
are a combination of the four pillars of Humboldt University, Grundtvig’s ideas on 
folk education and Dewey’s theories about experience-based learning. In some points, 
like in providing interdisciplinary basic studies, RUC is more Humboldtian than most 
classical universities, who demand early specialization and have thus eradicated the 
notion of Bildung, which the RUC basic studies still carry.  RUC also abides by the 
other two ‘pillars’ of a research university, namely academic freedom and unity of 
teaching and research. In principle it shuns the fourth ‘pillar’ – primacy of basic 
research over applied research, as its characteristic focus on the societal relevance of 
its studies necessarily demands its research to be somehow applicable.  
 The idea of group work and notion that students learn best from each other, 
when they are in the company of ‘like-minded peers’, remind to some extent the 
underlying idea of British liberal education – that it is the human contact during 
studies that is of primary importance. It is not an abstract principle taken from a book 
that makes a student want to improve his or her knowledge but a living example of a 
person, who has already done so.  
 In fact, also the demand for relevance has a historical parallel in the ideal of 
vita activa that was prevalent among the academics during the early modern period. 
One studied in order to learn some professional skills and make an active contribution 
to society. Curiosity, a valued trait of an academic in those days, has remained an 
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essential feature expected from the students up to this day.  
 However, although now it might seem that there is no difference whatsoever 
between RUC and any classical university, it is not so. First and foremost, though the 
interdisciplinary basic studies and problem-oriented group work have historical 
parallels to the carrying philosophy of the classical university, in reality they are not a 
part of it any more. So, even if RUC has rediscovered for itself something that in itself 
is old, in contemporary context it is still new and out of the ordinary. Also, according 
to Atria’s typology, RUC is a rather clear case of a societally-oriented university that 
also defines itself largely as anything the ‘ivory tower’ university is not. 
 In addition to that, even a self-perceived difference is a difference – and 
people at RUC see it as different and moving towards mainstream classical university. 
Young and small-size universities are particularly suited for development of an 
organizational saga or a collective myth, and RUC has certainly got a myth or myths 
of its own. Hansen identified in her work its four main components: a longing for the 
‘golden age’ of the beginning years, a conviction of the success and supremacy of 
group work as a study method, perception of interdisciplinarity as a cornerstone of 
RUC education and a conviction that political motives have never dominated the 
scientific aims at RUC.  
 Interviews with the academic employees at RUC also showed clearly the 
presence of the first two myths – there was almost a unanimous consensus that RUC 
is no more what is used to be. The state what it used to be, remained somewhat 
unclear, although it was brought out that there was more time for the students and 
more resources, more community feeling. Group work was also mostly perceived as 
the work method one can learn something from. Interdisciplinarity was seen more as a 
problematic concept in practice, especially in connection with supervising projects. 
Political attitudes were mentioned en passant in connection with RUC’s past, at 
present, however, the only uniting features were opposition to authority either in form 
of Minister of Science or the last rector.  
 In terms of uniting academic values, the belief in unity of research and 
teaching was expressed quite strongly. Teaching without research was not found to be 
a viable option. Academic freedom, especially freedom of research was also 
considered to be of great importance. However, the students’ right to freedom of 
studies in form of free project choice in basic studies was also brought out. The last 
greatly important academic value was thought to be the right and duty to be critical, 
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also towards political authorities. 
 The RUC-specific values had to a great extent to do with the close 
interaction and dialogue with the students, as well as creation of the feeling of 
belonging to a larger whole, the RUC community. Other values tied closely to RUC’s 
historical identity were profession orientation, educating people that are useful to 
society and can function well outside the university, and societal relevance of the 
studies, solving problems that real people have in real life.  
 So, RUC is first and foremost a university, and due to the present 
governmental policies getting even more so, but it is also an alternative, in terms of 
offering different work methods, more freedom of choice in studies than a classical 
university, closer contact with the academic employees for the students as well as a 
feeling of belonging to a community.  
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Dansk resumé 
 
 Denne speciale omhandler universitetshistorie og universitetsbranding. I 
løbet af de sidste år er universitetsbranding som før var kendt som et amerikansk 
fenomen også blevet mere og mere udbredt i Europa, specielt i Storbritannien. Denne 
udvikling nødvendiggør en gentænkning af universitetets idé, mission og formål i 
samfundet. 
 En brand defineres almindeligvis som en logo eller symbol der markerer og 
differentierer et produkt fra andre lignende produkter, men der findes også andre 
definitioner. I denne speciale defineres en brand som: 1) en værditilføjelse, 2) identitet 
og 3) reputation (ry). Den centrale af dem er brand som identitet, der også omtales 
som universitetets idé. De tre definitioner bruges i sammenspil til at undersøge 
udviklingen af den ’traditionelle’ universitet, som har sine rødder i 1800-tallets 
universitetsreform i Tyskland, hvor Humboldt-Universität i Berlin blev grundlagt. 
Idégrundlaget for Humboldt-Universitetet byggede på tanker om Bildung og 
forsknings- og lærefrihed og ideer om at forskning og undervisning skal gå hånd i 
hånd og at grundforskningen skal prioriteres højere end andet forskning. 
 ’Brand’ af det ’traditionelle’ universitet bliver diskuteret i sammenspil med 
en ’brand’ af et ’alternativt’ universitet, nemlig Roskilde Universitet. Roskilde 
Universitet (RUC) blev grundlagt i 1972 i det øjemed at aflaste flere fag på 
Københavns Universitet, men det blev snart kendt over hele Danmark som et 
’anderledes’ universitet.  Specialet diskuterer hvor meget afviger et ’alternativt’ 
universitet fra den generelle idé eller brand af den ’traditionelle’ universitet og hvor 
meget har de til fælles, baseret på RUCs historie og idégrundlag og interviews med 
ansatte (akademikere) på RUC . 
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Appendix 1 
 
University mottos 
 
Veritas, iustitia, libertas (Truth, justice, freedom) – Free University of Berlin 
(est.1948) 
Scientia imperii decus et tutamen (Knowledge is the adornment and protection of the 
empire – Imperial College London (est. 1907) 
Sancte et sapienter (With holiness and wisdom) – King’s College London (est. 1829) 
Sedes sapientiae (Seat of wisdom) – Catholic University of Louvain (French) 
(est.1425) 
Cuncti adsint meritaeque expectant praemia palmae (Let all come who by merit 
deserve the most reward) – University College London (est.1826) 
Libertas perfundet omnia luce (Freedom fills all things with light) – University of 
Barcelona (est. 1450) 
Alma mater studiorum (Nourishing mother of the studies) – University of Bologna 
(est. 1088) 
Vim promovet insitam ([Learning] promotes one’s innate power) – University of 
Bristol (est. 1909) 
Hinc lucem et pocula sacra (From here light and sacred draughts) – University of 
Cambridge (est. c. 1209) 
Traditio nostra unacum Europae virtutibus splendet (Our tradition glows together 
with the virtues of Europe) – University of Babeş-Bolyai (est. 1581) 
Coelestem adspicit lucem (It looks at the celestial light) – University of Copenhagen 
(est. 1479) 
Lucem sequimur (We follow the light) – University of Exeter (est. 1955) 
600 years of looking forward – University of Ferrara (est. 1391) 
Die Wahrheit wird euch frei machen (The truth will set you free) – University of 
Freiburg (est. 1457) 
Via, veritas, vita (The way, the truth, the life) – University of Glasgow (est. 1451) 
Verbum domini lucerna pedibus nostris (The word of the Lord is a light for our feet) 
– University of Groningen (est. 1614) 
Semper apertus ([The book of learning is] always open) – University of Heidelberg 
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(est. 1386) 
Pax optima rerum (Peace is the greatest good) – University of Kiel (est. 1665) 
Plus ratio quam vis (Let reason prevail over force) – Jagiełłonian University of 
Krakow (est. 1364) 
Patet omnibus veritas (Truth lies open to all) – Lancaster University (est. 1964) 
Et augebitur scientia (And knowledge will be increased) – University of Leeds (est. 
1904) 
Praesidium libertatis (Bastion of freedom) – University of Leiden (est. 1575) 
Ad lucem (To the light) – University of Lisbon (est. 1911) 
Haec otia studia forent (These days of peace foster learning) – University of 
Liverpool (est. 1881) 
Ad utrumque (Prepared for both [the book and the sword]) – University of Lund (est. 
1666) 
Leading in learning – Maastricht University (est.1976) 
Cognitia, sapientia, humanitas (Knowledge, wisdom, humanity) – University of 
Manchester (est. 2004) 
Sapientia urbs conditur (A city is built on wisdom) – University of Nottingham (est. 
1798) 
Dominus illuminatio mea (The Lord is my Light) – University of Oxford (est. c. 
1096) 
Universa universis Patavina libertas (Liberty of Padua, universally and for all) – 
University of Padua (est. 1222)  
Scientiae et patriae (For knowledge and fatherland) – University of Latvia (est. 1919) 
Il futuro é passato qui (The future has passed here) – University of Rome La 
Sapienza (est. 1303) 
In tranquillo mors, in fluctu vita (In stillness death, in movement life) – University 
of Roskilde (est.1972)  
Rerum cognoscere causas (To discover the causes of things) – University of 
Sheffield (est. 1905) 
Veritas, virtus, libertas (Truth, bravery, freedom) – University of Szeged (est. 1872) 
Attempto! (I attempt) – University of Tübingen (est. 1477) 
Vapaan kansan lahja vapalle tieteelle (A gift from free people to free science) – 
University of Turku (est. 1920)  
Gratiae veritas naturae (Truth through God’s mercy and nature) – University of 
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Uppsala (est. 1477) 
Sol iustitiae illustra nos (Sun of justice, shine upon us) – University of Utrecht (est. 
1636) 
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Appendix 2  
 
Interview guide  
 
Navn (Full name) -  
Akademisk titel (Academic title) - 
Fødselsår (Birth year) - 
 
Formålet med de interviews er at finde, hvad her arbejdende akademikere synes er 
RUCs særegne og hvad den har til fælles med andre universiteter I DK og andre 
steder mentalitetsmæssigt. 
 
The purpose of these interviews is to find out, what the members of academic staff at 
RUC think are the specific traits of RUC, but also what it has in common with other 
universities in DK and other places as far as 'general spirit' is concerned.  
 
Hvor har du selv læst (på hvilken universitet)? (Where have you studied (in which 
university)?) 
Hvornår kom du til RUC? (When did you come to RUC?) 
Hvorfor valgte du RUC som den universitet du vil arbejde i istedet for fx KU eller 
AU? (Why did you choose RUC as a working place instead of, for instance KU or 
AU?) 
Hvad synes du, skiller RUC ud fra andre universiteter du kender? Er der overhovedet 
noget specielt ved den? (system, visuelt) (What do you think makes RUC special or 
different from the other universities that you know? Is there anything at all? (system, 
visual appearances) 
Hvorfor skal vi overhovedet have universiteter? Hvad kan de som de andre 
uddannelsesinstitutioner ikke kan eller har? (Why do we need universities at all? 
What do they have or what can they do that the other educational institutions haven't 
or can't?)  
Hvad skal der ske med de unge mennesker som kommer til at læse på universitetet 
gennem de år de nu tilbringer dér? Hvilken mental indflydelse  skulle en 
universitetsuddannelse have på dem? Hvilke mennesker skulle de ideelt være efter de 
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er blevet færdige? (Young people, who study at a university spend minimum 3 years 
there – assuming they complete a Bachelor – which influence should these years have 
on them? What kind of people should they ideally be after completing their 
education?)  
Hvilken rolle synes du, skulle en universitet spille i samfundet – mere aktivt eller 
mere passivt? (Which role, do you think, universities should have in society – 
predominantly an active one or a passive one?) 
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Appendix 3   
 
Overview of studies/ Studieforløbsbeskrivelse 
 
Biographical data:  
 
Name: Kristel Pent 
Nationality: Estonian 
Year of birth: 1981 
E-mail: kpent@ruc.dk 
 
Basic education at RUC – ICS (International Cultural Studies)  
 
Fundamental Courses followed at ICS – History; Pedagogy, Psychology and Sociology; 
Text and Sign; Philosophy and Theory of Science 
Special Courses followed at ICS – History, Cultural Encounters, English B, Economy 
(Økonomi), Politics (Politologi) 
 
Projects written at ICS: 
 
1) semester – Language policy, with main focus on Turkey and USA; 
dimensions History; Text & Sign 
2) semester – Corporateright, about copyrights and P2P networks; dimensions 
Sociology, History, Text & Sign 
3) semester – Abelard & Heloïse, with main focus on Abelard’s ethics; 
dimensions History, Philosophy 
4) semester – Branding Serbia; with main focus on discourses used on Branding 
Serbia website; dimensions Text & Sign  
 
Special education – overbygning 
 
1) semester – Dept. of  History, project – Magnus, king of Livonia, criteria: 
Time period pre-1750, Geographic area Denmark/Scandinavia 
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Courses: Information search (Informationssøgning), Theory and method (Historisk 
teori og metode), World history (Verdenshistorie) 
 
2) semester – Dept. of Communication, project – International Club website 
Courses: Print Media workshop, Net Media workshop, Communication theory and 
method 
    
3) semester – Dept. of  Communication, project – Ourspace, about social 
networking websites and communities 
Courses: International Communication, Film & Documentary, Video workshop 
 
4) semester – Dept. of  History, project – In Deepest Darkest Africa, about 
contemporary media coverage of H.M. Stanley’s second Africa expedition, criteria: 
Time period Modern, post-1750, Geographic area Europe/World 
 
5) semester – 6. semester (plus 5 months extra time) – integrated thesis between 
Dept. of History and Dept. of Communication 'Il futuro é passato qui – ideal 
university and real university', about classical and alternative university brand. 
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Appendix 4 
 
Formidling /Communication 
 
The discussion about the idea and mission of universities belongs to the most 
public forum, the daily newspaper, as its relevance is broader than the target groups of 
scientific journals. It is also a topic, which would – and should – provoke a public 
debate.  
So, the best medium for an article about a university brand or in other words a 
university idea would be a large daily newspaper – in Danish context then either 
Politiken, Berlingske Tidende or Jyllands-Posten. The best placement for the article 
would probably be in the Saturday or Sunday paper, as there is usually a debate page 
in the weekend issue. The daily paper the article will be published in, should most 
definitely also have a website, as the younger readers tend to prefer debating on the 
Internet to sending readers’ letters to the newspaper.  
 
The debate article 
 
Branding of universities - personality instead of purpose? 
 
University branding has become a hot topic in recent years, as the practice has 
– after being only an US phenomenon – began to spread in Europe, especially after 
the 1993 ‘university explosion’ in the UK, where over thirty previous polytechnics got 
university name and rights. Suddenly there were universities on every street corner 
and they all seemed alike at first glance. So, what to do? How to make the prospective 
students choose exactly this university and bring his or her tuition pounds to this 
university’s pocket? The solution was thought to be branding. The university was to 
be equipped with a personality, mission statement and stationery with a logo on the 
corner.  
According to David Aaker, an American branding guru, in order to brand 
itself, a university should develop a personality. It should imagine it was a person and 
visualize how it would look, how it would behave, what kind of clothes would it wear, 
which candy bar would it prefer in the supermarket and so on and so forth.  This 
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technique has obviously its supporters and opponents, and the intention at the moment 
is not to list its pluses and minuses. The intention, however, is to ask – what happened 
to the idea of the university that suddenly feels the need to invent a personality? 
The traditional university or Humboldt University as it is also called, rests on a 
set of values, a number of principles, that, although formulated in the beginning of the 
19th century are still considered valid and worthy of following by academics all 
around the world. Academic freedom, for instance – the scientists should be free to 
study what they see fit as well as the students should be able to study what they 
please. Unity of teaching and research. Freedom to criticize. Community of students 
and scholars. 
Most contemporary universities follow this Humboldtian codex of rights and 
duties, and most of them already have their own set of traditions and customs to 
distinguish them from the neighbouring university. Even in the UK, with its present 
abundance of universities, there is hardly more than one per town. So, shouldn’t one 
rather concentrate on strengthening the existing values instead? 
A university is one of the oldest existing institutions besides the Catholic 
Church, one of the very few survivor institutions straight from the Middle Ages. The 
generic term ‘university’ itself is loaded with meaning, connotations, associations… 
why this need for a ‘personality’? Shouldn’t it be looking for a ‘purpose’ instead? 
 
 
 
 
